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The purpose of this paper was to determine through 

literary research the actual  influence of religion or a 

religious background on the existing ethical standards  in 

American business.     The research delved into  the backgrounds 

of the Protestant,  Catholic and Jewish religions to determine 

specific beliefs that related to business ethics.    The re- 

search  also explored recent studies that revealed possible 

relationships between religion and business ethics. 

It was  found  that the  religious influence on business 

ethics has apparently faded  from a primary position to a 

role secondary  to an Aristotilian concept of ethics.     How- 

ever,   religion was still   seen to play a significant part in 

determining the ethical standards of business.     The organi- 

zations headed by religiously affiliated individuals were 

seen to be more effective  than those headed by a non-religious 

manager. 

Also discovered were preconceived categorizations 

of members of religions by businessmen.     The Protestants 

appeared to benefit more  from these biases than did the 

Catholics or Jews. 
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CHAPTER  I 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there has been an apparent increase 

in the interest shown in business ethics and the morals of 

businessmen.    This interest has manifest itself in magazines 

and newspaper articles,  books,  professional publications,   and 

television specials.    In these expositions a large variety of 

aspects of ethics and values has been explored. 

The  interest in business ethics and personal values 

of businessmen is not to be considered as a phenomenon unique 

to modern society.    John W.  Clark has  said "it is a basic 

characteristic of every society to seek some rules of conduct 

which will  translate its ideals into concrete expressions in 

the order of every day living."1    Defining society as a 

"group of persons regarded as forming a single community"2 

or "an organized group of people with some interest in com- 

mon"3,   businessmen are seen to fit into Mr. Clark's concepts 

of a society seeking order. 

!john W.  Clark,   S.J., Religion and the Moral  Standards 
of American Businessmen (CincinnatiiSouth-Western Publishing 
Company,   1966),  p.  vii. 

2David B.  Guralnik (ed.),  Webster's New World Diction- 
ary of the American Language (Nashville 1     The Southwestern 
Company,   196*0,  P«   705> 

3lbid. 



Another prominent writer and philosopher, Julian 

Huxley, has elaborated on this idea by sayingi 

Every society, in every age, needs some system 
of beliefs, including a basic attitude of life, an 
organized set of ideas round which emotion and pur- 
pose may gather, and a conception of human destiny. 
It needs a philosophy and a faith to achieve a guide 
to orderly living—in other words, a morality.'* 

This morality, if it is to be viable, must apply to and be 

adopted by the individuals constituting the most influential 

segment of American society—the businessmen. 

"Ours is a business-centered society," states 

Raymond Baumhart, "no group in America is more influential 

than businessmen."5 This reflects the fact that business- 

men's values and morals carry a heavy weight in biasing or 

determining the values of society in general.  Not only do 

American businessmen influence the morals of Americans, the 

impact is felt world-wide.  As Henry Ford II has stated, 

"around the world we are often described as a corporate 

society.  If that is so, and if it is judged that the 

corporations are corrupt, then it will be assumed that the 

society itself is corrupt."6 

^Julian Sorell Huxley, New Bottles of Wine (Londoni 
Chatto and Winduo, 1957). P« 2W' 

Holt 
5Raymond Baumhart, S.J., An Honest Profit (New Yorki 

, Rinehart and Winston, I968), p. xiii. 

6New York Times. 21 April, 1*61, p. 16. 



Although Mr. Ford's comment approaches the questions 

of influence from the negative side, the point remains valid. 

With America assuming the role of world leader in industry, 

the other nations observe not only the technical aspects of 

our production processes but the moral and ethical standards 

as well.  Unethical conduct by Americans can and does have 

world-wide consequences.  Ethical conduct can also have a 

far-reaching effect in the positive direction. 

The interest that is being taken in business ethics 

is not surprising.  Nor is it any great revelation to state 

that the actions of American businessmen can have world- 

wide effects.  However, the author found that with all the 

publications and discussions on this subject, it was surpris- 

ing that very few have examined business ethics to determine 

what shape they actually take in daily business activities. 

Raymond Baumhart recognized the same lack of empiri- 

cal data on business ethics when he said, "Virtually no one 

has bothered to ask businessmen what they think of ethics in 

business."7 Experiencing this same void, John W. Clark saidi 

But while much of the literature about business 
ethics now being published is of great value, there 
exists a certain dearth of theoretical material relating 
to this field. Many of the popular books and articles 
now available draw heavily on the experience of their 
authors and embody their own personal convictions and 
attitudes towards the various dimensions of the subject. 
Pew attempts have been made to trace the sources of 
American business values or to determine what the actual 
standards of businessmen are.8 

7Baumhart, p. xiv. 8ciark, p. viii. 



The purpose of this paper and the research behind it 

is to determine the actual effect of religion or a religious 

background on the ethics of businessmen.     This requires fer- 

reting through the   "dearth of theoretical material" and the 

limited study data to filter out information that ties 

religion to the moral standards and conduct of American 

businessmen. 

There are several reasons why the topic of business 

ethics was chosen for this paper.     The most predominant of 

these is that in the author's daily business activities, 

questions of ethics and what constitutes ethical conduct are 

a common occurance.     These questions are not always of the 

magnitude that arouse general company interest or even the 

interest of the work group.    More often they are on the 

order of padding small amounts on expense vouchers,  leaving 

work early when the boss is away, or claiming full credit 

for a group effort when the other members of the group are 

not around.     Although not uncommon activities and,  in most 

cases,  not considered particularly important by the company's 

management,   they can involve some compromise of moral prin- 

ciples.     These daily ethical decisions are a part of the 

author's life as well as a part of every businessman's life. 

For this reason,   the author felt that a need was identified 

to examine at least one of the factors,  if not the major 

factor,  affecting these daily decisions. 



Another prevalent reason for exploring business 

ethics as affected by religion in this paper is the author's 

involvement in local church activities.  This involvement 

has given the author many opportunities to discuss business 

conduct and ethics with church officials.  From a great deal 

of these conversations and observations on the job the author 

has felt, as does Father Baumhart, that religion may be 

"more hopeful than helpful".  Examining this observation was 

a basic reason for selecting the topic of this paper. 

Another reason for interest in the area of business 

ethics is that at this time there is a large amount of pub- 

licity being devoted to ethics in the government and politics. 

Many individuals are now being publically criticized for 

"unethical" conduct in the operations of government.  The 

author feels that even though the publicity and loud public 

proclamations on immoral and unethical conduct are recent 

occurances, the actual "unethical" activities have been in 

practice for many years.  It was only a particular set of 

circumstances that exposed these activities to the public. 

There is a fear that this high interest in ethics will wane 

in the future and the operations of government will settle 

back (as did industry in the 1960's after the GE price fix- 

ing scandal) into a business-as-usual mode.  Although 

political ethics are not the subject of this paper, the 

recent events have added to the author's interest in ethics 

in general.  The purpose of this paper is to describe the 



"bU8iness-as-usual" posture of ethics in industry as they 

are influenced by religion. 

This paper is written for anyone who is interested 

in the effect religion has on business ethics.  It is not 

written as a religious treatise but as an objective evalua- 

tion of the ethical practices of business.  The author has 

drawn conclusions from the research and has stated these in 

the text of the paper.  Where more than one conclusion can 

be drawn from the data, all known by the author are pre- 

sented.  However, the statement of unsubstantiated personal 

convictions and biases has been avoided. 

The approach used to provide substance to this paper 

was to perform literary research on subjects relating to 

religion and business ethics.  The sources of information 

were books and periodicals from the libraries at (1) Georgia 

State University, (2) Emory University, (3) Georgia 

Institute of Technology, and (k)  The Atlanta Public Library. 

Personal contact was made with individuals at various uni- 

versities, colleges, churches and seminaries to obtain 

references to material relating to this subject.  Not all of 

the information used was written solely on the relationship 

between religion and business ethics.  Literature that the 

author considered to have some bearing on the subject, even 

though not written specifically on this topic, was also 

reviewed. 



A final point that should be made before proceeding 

with the paper is that every effort has been made to keep 

the statements and research reports of this paper completely 

objective. However, without exception, everyone personally 

interviewed by the author on the subject of the religious 

influence on business ethics had an opinion to offer.  Gen- 

erally, these opinions were founded more in generalisations 

from specific instances than in objective analysis of the 

business world.  This is stated only to point out that 

objectivity in a controversal and sensitive area is a major 

goal and is not always attainable.  In any area where the 

author's conclusions differ from those generally accepted, 

it will be so noted.  The reader is not only free but 

encouraged to peruse the data presented and to accept or 

reject any stated conclusions. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND OP BUSINESS ETHICS 

The United States possesses one of the most motley 

arrays of cultural mixes in recorded history.  Not only did 

these various cultures bring to this land the traditions and 

customs of their native countries, but they also brought 

many new ideas which were popular in their day.  Add to this 

mixture of idea6, the diverse religious commitments of the 

early settlers and the heterogenic composition of modern 

America is born. 

To determine the individual contribution of these 

influences on contemporary business morals would be a com- 

plex, if not impossible task.  However, some background on 

the evolution of ethics seems basic in understanding the 

present position of the American businessman.  Accordingly, 

this chapter broadly examines the developments in business 

ethics and perhaps the most significant factor in shaping 

these ethics, religion. 

Development of the Protestant Ethic in America 

In 1904 and I905 Max Weber wrote what have become 

two of the most popular essays on the relationship between 

business and Protestantism.  These essays were combined and 

published in 1930 in a book entitled, The Protestant Ethic 



and  the Spirit of Capitalism.     Although  this publication 

does not by any means mark the  beginning of the Protestant 

thought,   it does provide  a partial  summary of the development 

of today's ethical standards. 

According to Mr.   Weber,   capitalism  is a new type of 

approach  to acquisitiveness that involves  the pursuit of 

profit  "by means of continuous,  rational  organization of 

formally  free labor."9    In this philosophy,   the  same qual- 

ities that are urged by  the church are  the qualities that 

will lead  to  success in business,   i.e.,   frugality,   sobriety, 

thrift,  and  self-control.     Therefore,  the most religious 

individuals were  the best businessmen and,   as a result,   the 

wealthiest. 

This approach apparently contrasts with  the attitude 

of the Christians  of the  early Catholic Church  (i.e.   the 

Universal Church before  the Reformation).     The emphasis of 

these early Christians was on the virtues of poverty and 

unworldly asceticism.H    Those rich in worldly goods were 

frowned upon by the church. 

To resolve  this conflict in attitudes, Mr.   Weber 

delves into  the philosophies  that actually mark  the beginning 

of Protestantism in the  16th century.    In particular the 

9Max Weber,   The Protestant Ethic and  the Spirit of 
Capitalism  (New York!Charles  Scribner's  Sons,   1952),  p.  16, 

lOciark,  p.  5» 
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doctrine of the "calling" developed and expounded by the 

prime mover in the Protestant Reformation, Martin Luther was 

delineated.  Luther originally recommended that the faithful 

remain in their worldly occupations and not become overly 

involved in external works.  His philosophy revolved around 

a belief that the important element of life was faith, not 

accomplishments.il 

Luther's doctrine underwent a change as time passed. 

It evolved into the idea of "complete abandonment to the 

divine will in the absolute acceptance of things as they 

were."12 According to this line of thinking, "each Chris- 

tian's duty was to accept his involvement in worldly affairs 

as his calling."13 Acceptance of his calling rather than 

seeking the more noble occupations was the Christian's 

ideal of perfection. 

Luther's doctrine of the "calling" was accepted by 

John Calvin as was Luther's philosophy of salvation by 

faith.  However, Calvin probed deeply into the concept of 

predestination.  In his way of thinking, certain individuals 

were predestined to salvation and all others were predestined 

to damnation.  Of great concern to each individual was how 

to tell which group one was a member of, the saved or the 

damned. 1* 

11Weber, p. 84. 

13Clark, p. 6. 

12ibid., p. 85, 

1^1bid. 
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Under the Calvinist philosophy there were several 

ways to determine whether or not one was saved.    Two of 

these methods are instructive in understanding the influence 

of this faith on business ethics.     The first way was through 

deep personal conviction.     The Christian should have no 

doubt,   since doubt or lack of self-confidence would suggest 

insufficient faith to be a part of the saved group.     This 

confidence in one's own salvation was to be used in carrying 

out one's duties in the   "calling".l5 

The second means of determining one's status was by 

the fruits of one's life and labor.     "Good works, austerity, 

frugality and industry became indespensable, not as a means 

of winning salvation,  but as the signs of election."16 

Thus,  a man's work or his business became not only a 

means of life support but also a means of fulfilling the 

individual's divine "calling".    This perfect abandonment of 

oneself to the divine Providence was the ultimate judge of 

a man's worth. 

Although Calvinism to  this point has reconciled 

business success with religion,   there still exists a problem 

with the possession of the riches generated by business 

acumen.     Until Calvin's doctrine of stewardship was developed 

this gap between wealth and the church persisted.    This new 

doctrine,  in essence,   stated that  "the Wealthy man possesses 

15lbid. I6weber, p.   11*. 
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his riches not for his own benefit,  but for society."1? 

Therefore,   in this doctrine a rich man was  simply managing 

his wealth for the betterment of society as a part of God's 

plan.     Under no circumstances was the Calvinist to yield to 

the temptations of wealth and consider it as his own for 

personal pleasure.    Pride,  sensuality and  luxury were  to be 

avoided.     Austerity,  frugality,   industry and thrift were to 

be practiced. 

Calvinism,  in summary,   is seen to be  a rigorous 

theological  system of Protestantism based on the assumption 

that God's reign over the earth and all  therein is complete 

and that God  is  the source of all good.     According to  this 

faith,  obedience  to God's will must be absolute.    God,  in 

Calvin's eyes,   "elects"  to save whom He will without regard 

to works and  each person is predestined for  election or 

damnation.     Calvin insisted that character was an outward 

sign of election and character was based on conformity to 

the standards  set forth  in the  Bible,  as interpreted by 

John Calvin.18 

Through  this background  the morality known as  the 

Protestant Ethic was born.    Many of the immigrants to  the 

young United States brought with  them faiths and standards 

that were based on this  ethical  thought.     This contributed 

l7Clark,  p.   7. 18ibid. 
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to  the moral base of ethics in America for all people 

including businessmen. 

One of the largest influences on the formation of 

the Protestant Ethic in the United States was from the 

Puritans of New England. 19    The attributes  that were en- 

couraged by this group paralleled those prescribed to by the 

Calvinists.     Puritanism began as Calvinism transplanted to 

the New Land.     Although some differences evolved between 

these groups,   the basic  themes remained the same. 

The Puritans retained the basic Calvinistic concepts 

of the total depravity of man,   the unconditional election of 

"saints",   the atonement of Christ,   irresistable grace,   and 

the eternal salvation and preservation of saints.    However, 

the Puritans believed in "covenants" God made with men. 

These covenants manifest themselves in the family,   state and 

the church and could be discovered and interpreted through 

close attention to  the Bible by the church officials or 

clergy.20 

Civil government emerged from the church as a 

covenant.     Through  edicts of the clergy, church membership 

was a prerequisite  for citizenship.21 

19"Puritanism", The Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia. 
1968,   II,   p.   893. 

20jack C.   Estrin,   World History (New Yorki    Greystone 
Press,   1958),  p.   80. 

21lbid.,   p.  81. 



The corenants apparently elevated the position of 

lowly man in the eyes of the Puritans.  This raising of man's 

dignity led to questioning of the Bible's meanings and 

eventually to the downfall of the dogmatic Puritan church. 

As time passed and Puritan control of church and 

state abated, many prominant citizens of the new world re- 

tained the doctrines of their Puritan upbringing and exerted 

a sizeable influence on the shape of moral attitudes.  Among 

this group were clergymen Cotton Mather, Thomas Hooker, 

Jonathan Edwards, and the statesman/inventor, Benjamin 

Franklin.  Although Franklin is probably the most noted of 

the group, Cotton Mather was respected in the late 17th 

century and early 18th century as one of the most influential 

theologians of his time.22 His works were very diverse in 

subject but he had very firm thoughts that he documented for 

posterity.  In regards to business and religion he saidi 

Would a man rise in business? I say, then let 
him rise in business.  It was foretold, "Seest thou a 
man diligent in his business? He shall stand before 
kings(Proverbs 22i29)«" He shall come to preferment. . . 
I told you, with diligence a man may do marvelous 
things. . . .  Let your business engross most of your 
time.23 

Along these same lines he advised men to be active in their 

work and learn it well by sayingi 

22ciark, p. 8. 

23Cotton Mather,  quoted by Clark,  p.  9. 
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Let every man have  the discretion to be well 
instructed in,  and well acquainted with,  all the mys- 
teries of his occupation.     Be master of your tradet 
count it a disgrace  to be no workman.2k 

In essence,  Mather was  saying that it was very 

Christian to pursue avidly a career.    He implies  that busi- 

ness activity not only coexists with religious activity but 

to a great extent coincides with it.    Religion and business 

were not necessarily separable in Mather's eyes. 

It is obvious  that Mather's attitude differs from 

that of basic Calvinism by the  fact that he advocates  that 

the mere acceptance of one's role  in life as his calling is 

not necessarily enough.     But one must actively and diligently 

seek  to master his trade  to fulfill his mission on earth. 

This mastery had  to be accomplished within the philosophical 

and  theological confines  of the Puritan faith. 

Cotton Mather believed  that God rewarded Christian 

virtues with material success.25    However,  it was the  ob- 

jective of the  true Christian to  seek to do  the will of God 

in his  "calling"  for spiritual reasonsi  not in hope of 

receiving the worldly goods.    Mather voiced objection to 

anyone  seeking worldly possessions  for the sake of personal 

material successes alone.     A.W.  Griswold has  said  "... 

Cotton Mather deserves recognition as one of the  first  to 

teach American business men to  serve God by making money."26 

2^Ibid.,  p.   10. 25lbid. 26ciark,  p.   11. 
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Historically succeeding Mather was the well-known 

figure of Benjamin Franklin.  Franklin was deeply influenced 

by the teachings of Cotton Mather and even though his formal 

religion relaxed and then faded as he grew older, he became 

the public champion of Puritan moral philosophy.  Although 

his thoughts as documented in his autobiography as well as 

his other works were oriented toward the practical as opposed 

to the theological aspects of life, his overall philosophy 

paralleled that of the staunchest Puritans. 

In his autobiography he has provided the reader with 

some insight into his thinking by discourses on the virtues 

he considered paramount.  Thirteen in number, they reflect 

the Puritanism of Cotton Mather as well as the other fol- 

lowers of the time.  Some of the thoughts that relate 

specifically to his attitude about business enterprise arei 

Let all your things have their places| let each part 
of your business have its time.27 

Resolve to perform what you ought» perform without 
fail what you resolve.28 

Make no expense but to do good to others or yourselfi 
i.e., waste nothing.29 

Lose no timei be always employed in something usefuli 
cut off all unnecessary actions.30 

27The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (New Yorki 
Collier Books, 1962), p. BZ. 

28ibid, p. 83. 

30ibid. 

29lbid. 

J 
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Use no hurtful deceitj think innocently and justly, 
and, if you speak, speak accordingly.3* 

Wrong none by doing injuries, or omitting the benefits 
that are your duty.32 

Be not disturbed at trifles, or at accidents common 
or unavoidable.33 

Imitate Jesus and Socrates.3^ 

A further illustration of Franklin's attitude about the 

relationship of business and religion is provided in a letter 

he wrote to a friend in 17^8 in which he statedi 

. . .without industry and frugality nothing will do, 
and with them everything. He that gets all he can 
honestly, and saves all he gets (necessary expenses 
excepted), will certainly become rich, if that Being 
who governs the world . . . does not . . . otherwise 
determine.35 

Franklin, through the publication of Poor Richard's 

Almanac spread his philosophy and to a large extent that of 

the Puritans to the people of the day.  Even though in his 

later years he strayed seriously from formal association 

with the Puritan creed, his attitude and philosophy con- 

tinued to reflect the Protestant Ethic as developed in his 

youth. 

There were many others in this time that furthered 

much of the basic Lutheran and Calvinistic doctrines through 

31lbid. 

33lbid. 

32ibid. 

3*1bid. 

(New York 
35john Bigelow (ed.), The Works of Benjamin Franklin 
orki  G. Putnam's Sons, 190*), pp. 236-237. 

I 
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Puritanism.  These men and women helped create the base from 

which American Protestant ethics grew.  For the next one 

hundred years Protestantism and the capitalist's spirit 

flourished and prospered.  Beginning in the late 1800's and 

continuing until the beginning of the first World War in 

1914, capitalism as a philosophy reached its peak insofar as 

its acceptance by American businessmen.36 

In this peak period of capitalism, the overall 

philosophy of the time was expressed in the lives and works 

of John D. Rockefeller and Bishop William Lawrence. 

Rockefeller today is probably the best known of the two, but 

as a successful American industrialist not as a devoted 

Protestant.  A probable reason for this is that people even 

today have difficulty in relating great wealth and religion. 

A brief summary of Rockefeller's life will point out the 

influence of Protestantism on his adult thinking. 

Born into a strict Baptist family in 1839t John D. 

Rockefeller was indoctrinated into the Calvinist doctrines 

early in his life.  He was taught the virtues of honesty, 

industry and altruism in accordance with Protestantism of 

that time.  These virtues remained with him as he entered 

into the business world as a young man.  He is reported to 

have been extremely adept in his business functions and 

meticulous in accounting for expenses and revenues of the 

36ciark, p. 13• 
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operations.     With a good grasp of mathematics combined with 

some basic  knowledge of the then booming oil industry, he and 

Samuel Andrews formed a partnership in the middle of the 

Civil War to begin refining oil.     By 1870 their business 

controlled approximately one-tenth of the industry's output. 

And through some shrewd business maneuvers the Standard Oil 

Company of Ohio by 1880 had captured nine-tenths of the 

total American Market.37 

In working his way to the  top in terms of financial 

achievement.  Rockefeller maintained his Protestant attitude 

concerning the basic virtues he had learned at home.     He 

was honest to a penny but extremely clever and observant. 

He  emphasized frugality and reduced wastes in business as 

well as home life.     An illustration of these virtues is 

provided by Allan Nevins  in his book, Study in Poweri 

John D.  Rockefeller.   Industrialist and Philanthropist.38 

As  the story goes,  Rockefeller one day was watching a 

machine fill and seal  tin cans in a factory.    After lis- 

tening to a supposed expert explain the labor saving device, 

Rockefeller asked him if he had ever tried sealing the cans 

with less solder.     After a negative response and some fur- 

ther experimenting,   the expert found that the cans could be 

37The Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia, p.  928. 

38xilan Nevins,   Study in Poweri    John D. Rockefeller. 
Industrialist and Philanthropist (New YorkiCharles 
Scribner Sons,   1953).  I.   P«  *5» 
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sealed with one less drop of solder per can.  Although seem- 

ingly small when compared to the vast expense of the new 

machine, the suggestion reputedly saved the operation $2,500 

the first year and as their export business increased, "the 

savings accumulated to hundreds of thousands of dollars."39 

The formation of a trust for his diverse operations 

is an example of his creativeness and sharp business sense. 

This trust amounted to a central body of nine men chaired 

by Rockefeller that provided general guidance to all the 

operations of Standard Oil. While the trust ran the bus- 

inesses it had no legal existance—thus avoiding conflict 

with state legislation for a time.1*0 

The trust was quickly and widely imitated by other 
big businesses.  In Standard Oil's case, at least, it 
was not a device to create a monopoly, for that was 
already assured by control of refining, pipelines, 
shipping, warehousing and marketing.  Rather, it made 
the whole operation efficient-production was stabilized, 
products were improved, and retail prices went down.** 

Though successful and known over the world, 

Rockefeller never forgot charity.  In 1892, he founded the 

University of Chicago and aided its future with other con- 

tributions.  He later founded the Rockefeller Foundation to 

promote public health and further science.  Overall his 

philanthropies have been estimated well in excess of 

$500,000,000.  In his book, Nevins has saidi 

39lbid., p. ^28. 

^llbid., p. 91. 

**0Estrin, p. 90. 
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Rockefeller always regarded himself as a trustee rather 
than an owner.    His statement at the University of 
Chicago  that  "God gave me money",   sometimes quoted as a 
piece of sanctimonious arrogance,  was actually uttered in 
a spirit of complete humility.    He devoutly believed 
that Providence had made him a trustee for these hun- 
dreds of millions,  not to be kept but  to be widely 
dispersed.    He meant to  see  that the gold was used to 
do  the  utmost possible good.^2 

John D.   Rockefeller is  seen to  typify the attitude of 

Protestantism in the period when capitalism flourished. 

Around  the same time as Rockefeller but in another 

field was Bishop William Lawrence.    Lawrence was an American 

Episcopal Bishop of Massachusetts in 1893  and the founder of 

the church's pension  system.    Over his  thirty-two years in 

the pulpit at the Episcopal Cathedral of Boston,  he stood up 

for his  belief that in the long run material prosperity in 

America would  strengthen the morality of the people.    He 

firmly supported efforts to honestly increase wealth and saw 

no conflict between wealth and religion.     In fact,  he be- 

lieved that the virtues of Protestantism properly practiced 

would lead to wealth in the long run.^3 

Bishop Lawrence was quoted as saying  that  "Godliness 

is in league with riches."^    His basic belief was that for 

a man to maintain his wealth for a long period of time  the 

Christian morality or virtues must be present.    Although 

the wicked and immoral prosper occasionally  the possession 

^2Nevins,  II,  p.   83. 

^Clark,   p.   15. 

^3ciark,  p.   Uf. 
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of Protestant virtues was the only guarantee of long term 

success.^5 

He believed and preached that in accordance with 

Calvin's doctrine of stewardship every man is simply a 

trustee of his riches.  Bishop Lawrence, however, added a 

further dimension to this belief in stewardship by devel- 

oping the thought that a rich man is only a trustee for a 

small portion of his total wealth.  The largest portion 

must be plowed back into industry.  This larger portion 

provides employment for others and furthers the true spirit 

of capitalism and Protestantism.  The smaller portion, that 

which does not have to be reinvested, is in the trusteeship 

of the businessman.  Bishop Lawrence believed that even if 

the businessman was not particularly charitable with this 

portion of the wealth, the fact that the business was main- 

tained and provided jobs for many people would work out for 

the betterment of society in the long run. 

Bishop Lawrence gave the people of this time through 

his sermons and the people today through his writings, 

testimony to the existance of the Protestant Ethic in the 

business enterprise of the late 19th century and early 20th 

century.  His teachings demonstrate that there was concern 

for the relationship between religion and business at that 

time.  Much effort was spent from both a religious point of 

view and a business point of view reconciling the two. 

^5lbid. 
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Since the time of Rockefeller and Bishop Lawrence and 

almost unrestricted capitalistic activity, America has pro- 

ceeded through two World Wars and a number of warlike "con- 

flicts." Each of these has affected the economic climate of 

this nation.  However, the basic belief in the harmony be- 

tween Protestantism and business has retained many proponents 

through these changes. Among these is Kenneth Boulding, who 

has stated that "the Protestant Ethic has contributed to the 

success of capitalistic institutions in regard to their fos- 

tering a high rate of economic progress."'1'6 Along these lines 

he has also philosophized that the overall improvement of 

society (and business) is dependant on the improvement of 

the individuals comprising that society. 

Consistant with these thoughts of better business 

through betterment of individuals, he also supports the 

doctrine of stewardship.  Boulding feels that "those whose 

virtue, energy or plain good fortune have brought them 

material success are expected to regard their riches as in 

some sense a trust, to be used for the benefit of the less 

fortunate."'*'' As the final word of proof on the viability 

of his Calvinist philosophy, he cites the fact that in 

^Kenneth E. Boulding, "Religious Foundations of 
Economic Progress," Harvard Business Review. Ill (May- 
June, 1952), 35. 

**7lbid., p. 37. 
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America "it has created a society in which there is a small- 

er amount of serious poverty than any other society has ever 

known."^8 

Another recent proponent of the Protestant Ethic in 

a free enterprise society is H.B. Acton. Mr. Acton is an 

Englishman who praises the American system of capitalism and 

has written a book to refute the arguments against it.  His 

book basically expressed the feelings that a business should 

support its own people and to succeed must offer a needed 

service to the consumer, thereby helping the general public 

both by employment and the services rendered.^9 

Mr. Acton supports the philosophy that charity is 

the responsibility of individuals not of businesses.  This 

same thought has many proponents in America, the most pop- 

ular of whom is the economist from the University of Chicago, 

Milton Freedman.  Their belief is that individuals have re- 

sponsibilities to other individuals but businesses in and of 

themselves do not.  The responsibility of business is to 

remain solvent thereby providing continuous employment and 

service to the public.50 

Mr. Acton also states that competition and conflict 

between businesses is healthy. He differs with the group he 

^8ciark, p. 23. 

^9H.B.   Acton,  Thy Moraltt of Markets  (Londoni    Long- 
man Group Limited,  197D. P«  ■*• 

50ibid., p. 90. 
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labels the "Egalitarian Collectivists" or those that believe 

in equality (in prosperity) for all and think that conflict 

is morally wrong.51 

Although Mr. Acton is not a member of the American 

Protestant group, his philosophies and observations as a 

third party prove valuable in evaluating the American 

capitalistic system. 

An American who lived a life that exemplified the 

Protestant Ethic in action in the business world was James C. 

Penney, the founder of the nation-wide chain of department 

stores.  As did many of the other adherents to the Pro- 

testant Ethic, Mr. Penney's religious training began at 

home.  There are many examples of his precocity as a young 

man in and out of business but his basic training in Pro- 

testant thinking remained with him throughout his life.  He 

professed to believe that a Christian could create a for- 

tune in business and remain a Christian.52 And he worked 

all his life to prove this was true. His basic attitude 

in business is best summed up by the following quotes from 

an autobiography published in 1950i 

Respect yourself» respect othersi work hard and 
continuously at some worthwhile thing.53 

51lbid., p. 111. 

52james C. Penney, Fifty Years With the Golden Rulei 
A Spiritual Autobiography (New YorkiHarper and Brothers, 
1950), p. 12. 

53lbid., p. 71*' 
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It  seems  to me a mistake to draw an arbitrary line 
between the  sacred and the secular,  and that the measure 
of a man's whole duty is the  same for business,  and for 
service to God.5^ 

.   .   .   success must be preceded by sacrifice.55 

Diligence  in business results  in advancement.     Unself- 
ishness invites good will,  which,  in turn,  opens 
opportunities for material progress.56 

.   .   .  love God,  and to  love your neighbor as yourselves. 
Working  these two great laws into the balance of everyday 
life there is assurance of a life of spiritual  satis- 
faction and,  I  firmly believe,  one of material prosper- 
ity and peace of mind.57 

Mr.   Penney felt very strongly that the words of the 

Bible applied to his whole life and that a person who obey- 

ed the will of God could become wealthy.     To  support this 

belief he cited from the first chapter of the Book of Joshua 

when God was  speaking to Joshuai 

This book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouthi 
but thou shall meditate therein day and night,   that thou 
mayest observe  to do according to all  that is written 
thereini     for then thou shall make thy way prosperous, 
and  then thou shalt have good  success.58 

With an attitude similar to Rockefeller's, Mr.  Penney 

attributed his success  to God and felt that he was only a 

manager of God's possessions.     Mr.   Penney devoted his life 

to what he believed was the will of God through  support of 

the Protestant Ethic  in business. 

5*1bid., p.   171. 

56ibid. 

58Joshua Ii8. 

55lbid.,  p.   177. 

57lbid., pp.   180-181, 
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Before concluding the overview of Protestant evolu- 

tion in America, a brief summary of the American-born Mormon 

sect seems necessary.  Formally called the Church of Jesus 

Christ of Latter-Day Saints, this religion was founded by 

Joseph Smith in Palmyra, New York, in 1830.  Many of the 

beliefs of this sect of Protestants are based in a set of 

golden tablets revealed to Mr. Smith by an angel of the Lord 

called Moroni.59 

Even though this faith was unpopular to the point of 

the mob murder of Mr. Smith in Nauboo, Illinois, in 1846, 

the followers of the Mormon religion found a home in the 

valley of the Great Salt Lake in Utah.  After the endurance 

of many hardships, they created a self-sustaining economy 

under the guidance of Brigham Young.  This independence and 

some brilliant leadership eventually provided for the firm 

establishment of the Mormons as a viable religion in the 

United States.60 

Of particular interest in the relationship of the 

Mormon faith to business and social ethics is their firm and 

fundamental belief in the Bible verse that states H. . .ye 

are the temple of the living God . . .."6l This belief 

59The Book of Mormon, vi-viii. 
60"Mormons," The Columbia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia. 

1968, II, 722. 

6lIICorinthians 6116. 
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encompasses the commonly accepted Protestant warning about 

over indulgence and also extends to a complete abstinence 

in regards to certain items.  The items that are strictly 

forbidden by "The Word of Wisdom" or the health rules of the 

Mormons are substances that "defile" the body such as 

alcohol, cafine and tobacco.  The rigorous adherance to this 

belief has contributed to the general reputation of the Mor- 

mons as a strict religious sect operating independently of 

the remaining Protestant groups that populate the United 

States. 

Although there are many more sects that could be 

discussed and examples that could be given, these seem to 

summarize the development of the Protestant Ethic in this 

country.  From its beginnings with Martin Luther and John 

Calvin (with later support from Max Weber) through John D. 

Rockefeller and James C. Penney, Protestantism has manifest 

itself in business as a viable philosophy that can lead to 

wealth.  And this wealth is in concert with the Protestant 

Ethic if it is treated as God's possession merely being 

managed by the individuals to whom it has been allocated. 

The Catholic Influence 

In the early days of the newly settled America the 

Catholic influence was not nearly as great as that of the 

Protestants.  In fact, "there is little evidence of a 

strictly Catholic tradition predominant in the English 
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colonies."62 Since the majority of the colonist leaders were 

Protestant and the Catholics were in the small minority the 

"Catholic immigrants frequently found their place in the 

lower strata of American society and were often not given 

full political rights."63 The later Catholic settlers enter- 

ed into a society already dominated by Protestant thought. 

Since new settlers were not normally elevated immediately to 

the social status of the previous immigrants, their views 

were not necessarily welcomed on all issues.  Therefore, the 

Catholics found themselves principally among the working 

class in the new land and spent a considerable amount of 

time evolving into a portion of the "intellectual1 political 

and business elite of the new world."6> 

Although their historical influence on American 

ethical standards is substantially less than that of Pro- 

testantism, a brief summary of Catholic doctrine as it 

applies to capitalism is appropriate as a background to an 

examination of contemporary influence. 

An event of major significance in terms of the re- 

lationship of Catholicism and capitalism was the issuance 

of an encyclical letter on "The Condition of Labor" by 

62j0hn Tracy Ellis, American Catholicism (Chicago« 
University of Chicago Press, 1956), P« W» 

63Clark, p. 56. 

6^lbid., p. 57. 
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Pope Leo XIII  in 189L65    Prior to that date  the papacy had 

remained somewhat aloof with respect to the  social and 

economic  issues of the day.    Through this letter entitled 

Rerum Novarum.  the Pope  expressed his beliefs on capitalism 

(as opposing socialism)   to the church heirarchy and  even- 

tually through  them to  the people.    In this encyclical there 

was  not a blanket endorsement of capitalism,  but the  essence 

of the writing favored free enterprise and minimum state 

control of business and individuals over the current issue 

of socialism. 

Not only did Pope  Leo's encyclical delve into  the 

question of socialism and  capitalism,   it restated  the 

Catholic Church's basic  beliefs in the right to private own- 

ership,  man's  supremacy over the earth,  man's right to have 

and provide  for a family,  man's social responsibility,  man's 

eternal nature,  man's right to state protection and the 

station of religion in each man's life.66    Although many of 

these  beliefs are  shared by other religions,   they do  sum- 

marize  the  fundamentals of the Catholic  faith as it applies 

to man's actions  in society.    To more clearly define these 

principles,   the  following paragraphs amplify the concepts of 

each in accordance with  the encyclical letter. 

65Pope Leo XIII,   "Rerun Novarum (The Condition of 
Labor),"  Seven Great Encyclicals  (New Jerseyi     Paulist 
Press,   1963).  PP-   1-36. 

66Ibid. 
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According to Pope Leo XIII, "... the very reason 

and motive of his (man's) work is to obtain property, and to 

hold it as his own private possession."67 This right to 

private ownership is fundamental in the beliefs of the 

Catholic Church.  "The law should favor ownership, and its 

policy should be to induce as many people as possible to be- 

come owners"68 and, as a result, "property will certainly 

become more equitably divided""? and "men will • . . work 

harder . . . (because) they work on that which is their 

own."7° Although supporting this right of ownership, the 

caution was issued repeatedly to avoid the extreme of 

"individualism". 

Closely associated with this right to ownership is 

an obligation of the Catholic to use his possessions for the 

betterment of society.  Saint Gregory is quoted by Pope Leo 

as saying, "Man should not consider his outward possessions 

as his own, but as common to all, so as to share them without 

difficulty when others are in need."?1  In addition Leo XIII 

saidt 

No one is commanded to distribute to others that 
which is required for his own necessities and those of 
his household1 not even to give away what is reason- 
ably required to keep up becomingly his condition in 
life.72 

67lbid.,  p.   2. 

70ibid. 

68ibid., p.   22. 69ibid. 

71ibid., p.   U. 72ibid. 
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Again a caveat was stated to avoid the extreme of "col- 

lectivism. " 

Tied in with this use of possessions is the respon- 

sibility for a man to support his family first and foremost. 

The family is the primary social unit to which a man is 

responsible. The family is "a true 'society', anterior to 

every kind of State or nation, with rights and duties of its 

own, totally independent of the commonwealth. "73 

The first purpose of the State or the law is to pro- 

tect the individuals and families.  The Pope said "the State 

must not absorb the individual or the familyi both should be 

allowed free and untrammelled action as far as is consistant 

with the common good and the interest of others."7^ It is 

not the State's function to dictate the lives of individuals 

or provide support for able men's families. The State's 

function is to assure that the individual's rights are up- 

held and the individual is allowed to provide for his own 

family.  "The law must not undertake more, nor go further, 

than is required for the remedy of the evil or the removal 

of the danger."75 

Underlying each of the rights supported by the 

Catholic Church is the philosophy of the dignity of an in- 

dividual and his obligations to society. This concept is 

based on the teachings of Jesus Christ and the fact that 

73lbid., p. 5- 7^lbid., p. 17.    75lbid., p. 18. 
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according to the Bible, God created man in His own image. 

The dignity of the individual is provided through this 

spiritual association with God. Supplementing this indi- 

vidual nature of man, Christ taught that each person must 

function as a part of society.  This does not mean to the 

Catholic that the individual is to be totally dependent on 

society, but that each person must operate in a relationship 

with his fellow man within the guidelines of his religion.76 

Another area related to capitalism discussed by Pope 

Leo in Rerum Novarum is the concept of a just wage.  A 

just wage is freely determined between the employer and the 

employee.  However, there is a minimum and a maximum set by 

fairness to the worker and the community.  The minimum is 

the wage at which the worker can provide only for his 

necessities. If the laborer is forced to work for less than 

will meet his needs he cannot survive nor can the community 

if the situation is allowed to exist.  If the wage is set 

too high, the business cannot survive and as a result, the 

community again, suffers.77 

The basic thrust of this concept is that the means 

for survival must be attainable through one's labor.  If 

the individuals or society for any reason allows earnings 

to fall below that needed for necessities, free society 

cannot exist.  As a logical follow-on to this thought. Pope 

76dark, P*  58. 77Pope Leo XIII,   p.   21. 
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Leo supported the formation of unions to protect the workers 

against unfair and inequitable management practices and to 

charitably provide for the welfare of the community. 

In 1931. Pope Pius supported the views of Pope 

Leo XIII in his encyclical, Quadragesimo Anno (Reconstruct- 

ing the Social Order).78 The first half of the text of this 

letter reiterates and expands the philosophy of Rerum 

Novarum.  Basically Pope Pius said that the concepts in 

their ideal state had not changed and the encyclical itself 

should stand as a "right solution" to social questions. 

However, the economics and social conditions had changed. 

This change and the adaptation of Pope Leo's doctrine (i.e. 

the Catholic Church's doctrine) to the new environment was 

the subject of the remainder of the encyclical letter. 

Pius' views, in essence, were that capital and labor 

could not survive without each other.  The community could 

not survive without the survival of the laborers, therefore, 

labor and management should band together in professional 

groups for the common good rather than forming opposing 

factions.  Social legislation should be inacted to protect 

these professional groups.  And wages should be determined 

through the combined efforts of employers and employees 

78p0pe Pius XI,"Quadragesimo Anno (Reconstructing 
the Social Order)," Seven Great Encyclicals (New Jersey 1 
Paulist Press, 1963). PP- 125-176. 
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rather than by free competition to insure the survival of 

society.79 

Fully supporting Pope Leo's position on the right to 

private ownership as a natural law and the obligation of the 

owner to contribute to the welfare of the community, Pope 

Pius stated that "economic life must be inspired by Christian 

principles" and "... charity 'which is the bond of per- 

fection', must play a leading part."80 

Charity must be an individual responsibility! not a 

responsibility of the State.  Socialism and Communism were 

firmly renounced for this removal of individual responsi- 

bility and for the elimination of the doctrine of private 

ownership.  Pope Pius felt strongly enough against the 

"collectivest" attitude of socialism to sayi  "No one can 

be at the same time a sincere Catholic and a true social- 

ist. "81 

These doctrines as originally documented by Pope 

Leo XIII and tempered to the changing times by Pope Pius XI 

form the foundation of contemporary Catholic attitude to- 

ward free enterprise and capitalism.  Even though this 

discussion has not been a complete statement of Catholic 

doctrine, the portions presented should prove beneficial in 

understanding the data presented later in this paper. 

79ibid., p. 1*6. 

Sllbid., p. 158. 

80ibid., pp. 163-16^. 
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The Jewish Background 

Traditionally, the United States has been described 

as a country founded in and operated under the Protestant, 

if not Christian ethical standards. However, there are prev- 

alent philosophies and value systems that exist within the 

confines of this nation that run counter to that general 

statement. Perhaps the most obvious of these exceptions is 

the acceptance of material prosperity as a personal and 

national goal. Wealth has become a standard of success for 

individuals, businesses and even the nation as a whole. The 

fervor and emotion with which this standard has been accepted 

in America has led many to believe that self-interest and 

individualism are not the only motivational factors. Also 

contributing is a more deeply rooted intellectual and moral 

conviction concerning the value of leading the "the good 

life".82 

Many businessmen and businesses do not accept wealth 

and prosperity with the spirit of stewardship as expressed 

in the Protestant Ethic. Rather, material wealth is sought 

as a value itself. The religion that has probably received 

more general recognition as professing this value in the 

material world is that of Judaism. 

Although the Jewish people compose only a small 

minority in the United States (approximately six million), 

82ciark, pp. 44-45. 
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their culture and values have been such as to allow them a 

significant role in contributing to the business morals in 

America.  Unlike the Catholics, the Jews not only partic- 

ipated in, but contributed to, the formation of capitalism. 

In fact, one historian has said that capitalism was formed 

primarily by Jewish businessmen.83 

Throughout the long history of the Jewish people 

beginning in Old Testament times and continuing to the 

present, they have been scattered over many lands in rel- 

atively small groups.  In recent times as they have been 

persecuted and expelled from areas and lands they proceeded 

to take refuge in one country after another.  This forced 

migration of the people contributed a great deal to the 

spread of the Jewish ideals and customs.  Not only did these 

persecutions distribute the people and their philosophy, it 

played a significant part in creating and maintaining a 

cohesion of the Jewish community.8^ 

A complete analysis of the Jewish religious contri- 

butions to American business ethics is complex because of the 

great diversity in Jewish values.  There is really "no sin- 

gle set of universally accepted Jewish values."85 With 

the existance of Orthodox and Reformed Judaisms and many 

83Werner Sombart, The Jews and Modern Capitalism 
(Glencoei  The Free Press, iffTTi pp. 60-75. 

8i*Clark, p. 30. 85lbid. 
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varied sects, a detailed discussion of all portions of the 

faith becomes lengthy. Rather than proceed into the nuances 

of all the beliefs, the remainder of this section will pre- 

sent several general Jewish values that relate to contem- 

porary business ethics* 

A fundamental value in the Jewish faith is the ap- 

preciation and love of life. Strictly opposed to the 

Christian ideal of disassociation from the material world, 

the Jew is "fundamentally and religiously envolved in it."86 

Although most of the sections of the Jewish faith believe in 

a future spiritual life, there is a basic difference from 

Christianity in their concept of the present world.  In the 

Jewish faith, "There is a basic and absolute value in 

living, not just a relative or utilitarian value."87 The 

Jewish preoccupation is with life, not death or life after 

death. 

The Old Testament is the basis for this love of life 

attitude.  There are many verses that praise life and re- 

quest of the Lord long life.  In Psalms the author says, 

"He asked life of thee, and thou gavest it him, even length 

of days for ever and ever."88 In another Psalm, the author 

requests length of life so he can praise and work for the 

Lord.  And in Proverbs, it is said that, "The way of life 

86lbid., P- 32. 
88Psalms 211J*. 

87lbid. 
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is above  to  the wise,   that he may depart  from hell beneath."89 

The Jew regards life as God's  primary blessing and, as such, 

is valued in and of itself. 

As an extension of this philosophy is the belief of 

the Jews that a most fundamental responsibility in life is 

caring for the weak, elderly, destitute and underprivileged. 

The relationship of the individual to the group is of pri- 

mary importance. The dignity of the individual concept as 

professed in the Catholic faith is not a value (or at least 

not a major value)  in the Jewish faith.90 

The Jewish  faith places paramount importance in 

group membership.    This is thought to  stem from the basic 

belief that the Jews are God's chosen people and  in order to 

best preserve  the race  (and religion)  group allegiance  is 

required.     In fact,  Salo  Baron has  stated that the basic 

value of  the Jews  is  the preservation of the Jewish people.91 

Even though  this particular statement has been debated by 

Jewish  theologians,  the basic  social consciousness of the 

Jews is  apparent. 

Another value in the Jewish  faith is  the desire  for 

and acceptance of wealth as a standard of success. 

89proverbs 15«2k. 

90xifred Kutzik,  Social Work and Jewish Values (Wash- 
ington, D.C.i    Public Affair Press,  1959). p.  13. 

91 Salo W.   Baron,  TH» Social and Political BffifBLJflt 
the Jews   (New York.    Columbia University wess,   lyjo).  i,  40. 
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Especially in the American version of the Jewish faith, the 

appreciation of life's pleasures and the accumulation of 

wealth have evolved into very worthy objects for which the 

Jew should strive. However, this accumulation of material 

goods is not disassociated with social and charitable re- 

sponsibility.  Essentially, the belief is that the one who 

has more should contribute more.92 

These few values are basic in most forms of Judaism 

but the concepts concerning wealth are probably emphasized 

more in the American sects.  The recognition of these 

underlying ideals, tempered with the knowledge that in- 

dividual beliefs and applications contribute to much diver- 

sity, will aid in unraveling the research data that follow. 

92ciark, pp. 35-38. 
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CHAPTER III 

EMPIRICAL DATA RELATING RELIGION TO BUSINESS ETHICS 

This chapter presents research information that pro- 

vides some aid in determining the actual relationship 

between religion and business ethics.  These data have been 

gathered from varied sources in an attempt to answer the 

following questions i 

What part does religion play in businessmen's definitions 
of business ethics? 

What effect does religion have in determining who gets to 
make business decisions? 

How does religion influence business decisions? 

What is the future trend for business ethics? 

Before beginning the actual study data, some general 

views on ethics are instructive.  Mr. C.I. Lewis had the 

following comments on the subjecti 

Ethics is a most complex subject, and any attempt 
to reduce it to simple terms would be ill-judged and 
doomed to failure. Good or bad identifies with the 
consequences or results, whereas right or wrong iden- 
tify with the means or the act itself and with the 
intention.  A pertinent distinction is between expected 
and actual consequences.  Objective Tightness of an act 
is judged on the basis of whether the consequences are 
right to bring about.  This is contrasted with sub- 
jective Tightness of an act, which is one which the 
doer thinks will result in consequences which are 
right to bring about.  These distinctions are not con- 
fined to moral judgment of acts, but extend to those 
which may be prudentially or technically right as 
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well as to their character as just or unjust to 
others.93 

As early as the fourth century B.C., Aristotle stated 

the philosophy that ethics are based subjectively in common 

sense, moderation and orthodoxy. He felt that happiness, 

which is the good of life and results of ethical actions, is 

founded in reason. The object of Aristotilian ethics "is 

not only to know but to act in the light of knowledge."9^ 

Supporting this basic concept of subjective ethics 

and adding the dimension of religion, Father Thomas Garrett, 

in a contemporary textbook on business ethics, saysi 

Ethics is not even identical with religious 
morality or moral theology.  The great religions derive 
their moral precepts not only from human experience but 
from divine revelation. Ethics must rely on the unaided 
human reason.  Because of this, the conclusions of ethics 
often fall far short of the ethical imperatives found in 
both Judaism and Christianity. Yet, there should be 
no conflict between ethics and moral theology, for 
ethics admits its incompleteness and sends the religious 
man to his faith for the completion of his moral 
equipment.95 

Father Garrett has stated a position that lies some- 

where between Aristotilian ethics and the school of thought 

that ethics are founded solely in religious morality as 

expressed by Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 

93charles I. Lewis, The Ground and Nature of the Right 
(New Yorki Columbia University Press, 1958), p. 281. 

9^H.G. Wells, The Outline of History (New Yorki 
Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1971). I. 2B1. 

95Thomas M. Garrett, S.J., Business Ethics (New Yorki 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, I966), p. 33- 
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Only he who knows God knows what love 1st it is not the 
other way aroundi it is not that we first of all by 
nature know what love is and therefore know what God 
is . . t.  Love has its origin not in us but in God . . , 
it is as whole men, who think and who act, that we 
love God and our brothers.96 

It is this love of "God and our brothers" that forms 

the foundation of all ethical decisions according to 

Bonhoeffer.  Supporting this concept, William Smith has 

said i 

The Christian does not come into the circumstance with 
a number of principles to apply—he comes with a process 
for discerning Christ.    Christian ethics become a living 
response and relation to Christ who is present in each 
situation.97 

Relating this concept of a religious based set of 

ethical standards to an apparent objective determination of 

moral precepts,  C.I. Lewis has saidi 

The primary concern of ethics is with the moral 
integrety of the doer and his final responsibilityj  this 
can be termed right-mindedness.     Solution of the central 
problem of ethics requires determining what character of 
the consequences of action it is by reference to which 
one act will be right and another wrong  ....     The 
Tightness of an action is determined by a rule or di- 
rective or right doing and a judgment of goodness to be 
found in the consequences of the act in question. 
Imperatives included seeing oneself in others,  objec- 
tivity,  compassion, moral  equality,  equality before the 
moral  law,     (emphasis added)y» 

96Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics (New Yorki    The Mac- 
millan Company,   I965). PP- 50-51*' 

97william 0.  Smith,   "Christ and Ethics in Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer," Diss.  Pacific School of Religion,   1968,  p.  15. 

98Lewis,  p.   27. 
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Offering another concept of ethics based on values, 

Paul Koubiczek statesi 

There are three absolute valuesi  truth, goodness, 
and beauty, which are ends in themselves and require 
embodiment to become real .... Ethics demands es- 
sential knowledge which springs from the absolute, is 
immediately applied in action and leads back to our own 
world. . ..99 

Paul Tillich, the philosopher-theologian, related 

ethics to the decision process in the followingi 

Every decision is necessarily a cutting through 
something and a cutting off of other possibilities, but 
this means that a decision can be willful, made ar- 
bitrarily without a guiding norm.  Therefore we aski 
Are there guiding principles by which we can distinguish 
genuine decisions from the compulsions of willfulness? 
If there are, they must be absolute on the one side, 
relative on the other.  An absolute principle for moral 
decisions has to be both . . . absolute, to save us 
from drowning in the chaos of relativism . . . relative 
to enter into our relative situation, the ethical con- 
tents.  Our search for such principles can start with 
absolute . . . the unconditional imperative to ac- 
knowledge every person as a person.100 

Finally, and more directly addressing business ethics 

per se. Father Garrett has saidi 

Ethic8 i 
human ends and 
In some way it 
that they will 
Ethics involves 
ever which has 
ability of the 
techniques of j 
tools of social 

s the science of judging specifically 
the relationship of means to those ends, 
is also the art of controlling means so 
serve specifically human ends .... 
the use of any human knowledge whatso- 

something to tell us about the suit- 
available instruments ... it involves 
udging and decision-making as well as the 
control and personal development. 

99Paul Roubiczek, Ethical Values in the Age of Science 
(Londoni  Cambridge University Press, 1969;. PP- 5-6. 

I00paui Tillich, My Search for Absolutes (New Yorki 
Simon and Schuster, 1969). P' 105- 
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Business ethics is concerned primarily with the 
relationship of business goals and techniques to  spe- 
cifically human ends.    It studies the impact of acts on 
the good of the individual,   the firm,   the business com- 
munity and the society as a whole.Mil 

As can be seen from this variety of thoughts,   there 

is no one definition of ethics.     Nor is there a single con- 

cept among philosophers and theologians as to the origins 

of ethical standards.    It appears that the two extremes in 

concepts of ethical determinants are religion and personal 

reasoning.     Between these lie many philosophies on the 

foundation of ethics that offer varying degrees of mixture 

of the extreme elements. 

What Part Does Religion Plav  in the Businessmen's 
Definition of Business Ethics? 

One of the most informative 3teps that can be  taken 

in determining the relationship between religion and business 

ethics is to explore the concepts that businessmen have on 

the subject.     Do  the businessmen that actually form the 

business  society subscribe to  the same philosophies as the 

theologians and philosophers?    Analysis of several research 

efforts will aid in answering this question. 

In a well-known survey in the late 1960's by Raymond 

Baumhart,   S.J.,  businessmen were asked  to provide their 

definition of business ethics  in a two-step process.     The 

first step was to answer the direct question,   "What does 

101Garrett,  p.   31. 
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ethical mean to you?"    After thi s question was answered the 

subject was asked to choose the best definition from a list 

of nine choices.     This list contained definitions of 

"ethical"  taken from concepts propounded by philosophers, 

theologians and other businessmen.102 

In the first portion of this survey,   seven business- 

men out of one hundred did not give a definition of "ethical". 

The remaining ninety-three responses were divided into 

three categoriesi    object!vei   subjectivei  objective and 

subjective.     Objective was defined to mean that the answer 

referred to something extra-personal or external to the sub- 

ject as controlling the determination of ethical actions. 

Subjective meant that the definition provided by the bus- 

inessman depended solely on internal or personal determi- 

nants for ethical decisions  (the Aristotilian concept). 

The final category of objective and subjective was applied 

to responses that combined elements of both intra-personal 

and extra-personal determinants.103 

The following is a list of the number of answers 

falling within each category. 

!02Baumhart, pp.   10-17. 

I03lbid., p.   12. 
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Table  1 

Categorization of Businessmen's 
Definitions of  "Ethical-lO** 

Category 

Subjective 

Objective 

Objective and subjective 

No answer 

Could  not be categorized 

(N=100) 

Number of Answers 

33 

27 

13 

7 

20 

In itself this set of responses  is far from pro- 

viding any conclusive information on the businessmen's 

definition of ethics.    However,   there is an indication that 

religion is not the  sole or,   even necessarily,   the major 

determining factor.     A majority of the answers did not re- 

fer to any religious basis for ethics.     And a large portion 

responded  that personal  judgment and feelings were  the key 

to  ethical actions. 

The second  step of this survey  forced  the businessmen 

to  select a definition from a previously developed list. 

The list  following provides a summarization of the response. 

iO^ibid. 
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Table 2 

What "Ethical" Meansl05 

Definition First Choice 

What my feelings tell me 
is right. 

In accord with my religious 
beliefs. 

Conforms to "the golden 
rule". 

What does the most good for 
the most people. 

Customary behavior in our 
society. 

Corresponds to my self- 
interest. 

About the same as what is legal. 

Contributes most to per- 
sonal liberty. 

What I want in a particular 
situation. 

(N=100) 

50 

25 

18 

3 

3 

1 

o 

0 

0 

Second Choice 
(Not Requested) 

8 

lb 

15 

7 

6 

1 

2 

1 

1 

This section of the study provided more definitive 

information on the thoughts of the businessmen.     Fifty 

percent of the respondents stated that ethical action was 

based in their personal feelings or intra-personal.   subjec- 

tive reasoning.    However,   this response did not necessarily 

eliminate the possibility (and even probability)  that prior 

105ibid., p. 13. 
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religious training influences their personal  feelings on 

what is  "right".     Father Baumhart's study does not provide 

insight into  this possibility. 

The second and third-ranking definitions  in the list 

illustrate a positive relationship between religion and 

ethics.     The  second-ranked definition states specifically 

that religion is the foundation of ethics.    Of the respond- 

ents,   25% selected  this as  the primary factor.    The  third- 

ranked definition also relates religion to  business ethics. 

The  "golden rule"  is derived from the  teachings of Jesus in 

"The  Sermon on the Mount" when He said,   "therefore all  things 

whatsoever ye would  that men should do  to you,  do ye  even so 

to  them  .   .   .."lo6    Although  the 18% that selected this 

definition did  not necessarily relate  the religious factor, 

religion did provide this precept.     Combining these responses 

shows  that at least 43% of the businessmen surveyed positive- 

ly associated  religion or religious concepts with ethics in 

business. 
An interesting further result of Father Baumhart's 

survey was the unsolicited  second choice answers  supplied by 

55 of the businessmen.    Combining the  two definitions as 

above,   29 out of the 55 businessmen (53% of those volunteer- 

ing information)  volunteered  that religion was either a 

primary or secondary determinant of ethical actions.     Even 

l06Matthew 7»12. 
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though there is the possibility of overlapping answers in 

the first and second choices, there remains the distinct in- 

dication in this study that businessmen do feel that religion 

has a significant affect on the determination of ethics. 

In another study conducted in the mid-1960's by John W. 

Clark, S.J., businessmen were asked questions which required 

the ranking of qualities which they would like to find in 

their associates.  One of the questions directly asked the 

respondents to rank six factors that influenced ethical con- 

duct in business.  The results of this survey are shown in 

the chart below. 

Table 3 

The Ranking of Qualities Relating to 
Business Success (Part 1)107 

Factors Influencing 
Business Ethics 

Family training 

Conduct of superiors 

Religious training 

Conduct of peers 

Practices  in industry 

School and university 
training 

Mean Rank      j> of Respondents Ranking 

I 2 % i 1    & 
58 16 6 11 8      1 

22 19 28 18 12      1 

9 25 17 9 16 24 

1 1? 22 19 22 19 

10 11 16 22 12 29 

1.97 

2.82 

3.71 

4.00 

4.04 

4.51 0    11    11    21     30    27 

107ciark, p.   118. 
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Prom these data it can be seen that roughly one-third 

(3*f£) of the respondents directly stated that religion was 

one of the two major influences (from the list) in determin- 

ing ethical actions. Nearly three-quarter (7**#) of the bus- 

inessmen in this survey felt that family training was one 

of the two top influences on business ethics. The amount of 

this family training that had its source in religious teach- 

ings is not determined. 

In three other questions the list of qualities to be 

ranked were designed to determine the businessmen's views on 

the virtues of the Protestant Ethic as described in Chapter I 

vis-a-vis socially oriented qualities (the organizational 

man concept).  The responses to these questions are sum- 

marized in the following table (the Protestant Ethic quality 

is underlined). 
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Table k 

The Ranking of Qualities Relating 
Business Success (Part 2)108 

to 

Quality 

Qualities you would like to 
find in your associatesi 

Leadership 

Ability to get along with others 

Technical know-how 

Hard work 

Thrift 

Qualities you would like to 
find in your associatesi 

Honesty 

Judgment 

Sensitivity to others 

Dedication to the organization 

Breadth of interest 

Qualities important for 
business successi 

Hard work 

Ability to get along with others 

Honesty 

Dedication to the organization 

Family and social connections 

Mean Rank 
(Out of 6 choices) 

2.32 

2.50 

2.71 

2.81 

4.67 

1.9^ 

2.16 

3.16 

3.28 

2.35 

2.41 

2.68 

3.05 

4.54 

I08ibid. 
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In the first question the two values of the Protes- 

tant Ethic were ranked last by the respondents.     In the second 

question,  which had more significant ranking spread,   the 

Protestant Ethic quality was ranked as the most desirable. 

In the final question,   the Protestant Ethic values ranked 

first and third out of the six choices. 

The point to be made by these data is that the Prot- 

estant Ethic which is founded firmly in religious training 

is still a significant influence in the attitudes of busi- 

nessmen.     The data on the qualities in the first question 

of the three was not significant except in the low ranking 

of thrift.     However,   the other two sets of data clearly in- 

dicate that the businessmen responding to this survey felt 

that the virtues of hard work and honesty were important 

factors in the business world.l09 

In three other studies related to businessmen's 

thoughts on religion and ethics,  opinions on values were 

measured.     The first two studies were conducted by Andrew F. 

Sikula in 1972.    In these studies, values of executives from 

governmental occupations and personnel managers from various 

industries were measured by the Rokeach Value Survey.     This 

survey consisted of two sets of 18 different values.    One of 

these sets was called "terminal" values and represented end 

objectives,   the other set represented the methods or means 

K^lbid.,  p.   !!?• 
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and was called "instrumental" values.     The subject was asked 

to rank order these values as he saw them as values in his 

life. HO 

According to Mr.   Sikulai   "values consist of opinions 

about what is right,  fair,  just,  or desirable."111    Since 

values are opinions,   they offer some insight into the mana- 

ger's thoughts on influences in their daily activities.     The 

point of interest in these two studies is the relatively low 

priority that the businessmen consciously gave to the ob- 

vious religious terminal value,  salvation.    In both cases, 

this value ranked in the bottom third of the lists.    However, 

in both cases the deviation of responses on the terminal 

value of salvation was the largest.    Of the governmental 

executives,   2k$ rated it as the highest value while 37# rated 

it the lowest»   the personnel managers spread their ratings 

from 14* thinking salvation to be  the highest value to 20* 

thinking it the lowest.112    These  facts indicate that even 

though on the average the managers rated the religious goal 

low,   there seems to be a large variation in opinions as to 

how significant it really is. 

In a similar study conducted by William Guth and 

Renato Tagiuru in 1965,  the data led to basically the same 

iiOAndrew P.  Sikula,   "The Values and Value Systems of 
Industrial Personnel Managers." Public Personnel Management. 
2,  1973.  i7. 

Ullbid. H2Ibid..  p.  18. 
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conclusion as Mr.  Sikula's survey.    In this study executives 

were asked to  fill out a questionnaire that was designed to 

measure how they ranked six value orientations in their own 

fields as well as in other related fields.     The six value 

orientations in the order of their ranking by the businessmen 

surveyed are listed below. 

Table 5 

Ranking of Businessmen's Values by Businessmen1^ 

1. Economic 

2. Theoretical 

3. Political 

k.    Religious 

5. Aesthetic 

6. Social 

It was emphasized by Mssrs. Guth and Taguiri that 

these rankings are averages for a large group and by no 

means represent any standard for one individual.    To em- 

phasize this point they selected four different executives' 

answers and showed that each had a distinctly different value 

orientation (religious,  theoretical, aesthetic and economic). 

Again,   it was demonstrated that consciously the executives 

H3willaim D. Guth and Renato Tagiuri,   "Personal 
Values and Quorate Strategies." Harvard Business Review, 
«»3,  No.  5 (1965).  123-132. 
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on the average selected the religious influence as low in 

priority but there was also a wide variation of answers.111* 

These studies demonstrate the degree of emphasis bus- 

inessmen give to religion and religious training as influ- 

ences on business actions and ethics.  In most cases, the 

data indicated that businessmen do not rank the religious 

factor as the most important influence.  However, the data 

did indicate that religion was at least a factor that bus- 

inessmen consciously selected as having some effect on the 

formation of ethics. 

What Effect Does Religion Have in Determining Who 
Gets to Make Business Decisions? 

The next step in the presentation of the research is 

to examine studies on the influence of religion in placing 

businessmen in the positions that allow them to make busi- 

ness decisions.  The basic question to be answered ist 

Does religion or religious affiliation have any effect on 

business promotions? 

In a study conducted by Mr. Reed M. Powell in i969. 

a large variety of businesses and businessmen were surveyed 

to determine the relationship between different religions 

and promotions.  In this study, Mr. Powell not only surveyed 

individuals but placed observers in the different businesses 

"*IU«. 
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to uncover data that could not be found in a survey. 115 

In one of the general surveys in this study, busi- 

nessmen were asked to state whether they felt that religious 

affiliation had an influence in the business world.  The 

answers from 239 respondents are summarized in the following 

chart. 

Table 6 

Religious Affiliation as an Influence11^ 

Religious Group    Helps 

Baptist 3-3* 

Episcopal 3.8 

Congregational 3-3 

Methodist 3.3 

Lutheran 3 • 8 

Presbyterian 4.2 

Roman Catholic 5.4 

Mormon 6.7 

Jewish •* 

Significantly, a large majority of the businessmen 

saw religious affiliation as having no bearing on business 

Hinders Neither 
(Or Don't Know) 

1.396 95.4* 

.4 95.8 

.4 96.3 

.4 96.3 

.4 95.8 

.4 95-4 

2.5 92.1 

2.1 91.2 

23.4 76.2 

n5Reed M. Powell, Race Religion and the Promotion pi- 
th* An,»rV™n Executive (Columbus.  The Ohio state University, 

1969), PP. 8-26. 

116ibid., p. 67. 
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operations.  This majority was reduced greatly in the case 

of the Jews.  A sizeable minority (23.^) of the businessmen 

felt that being Jewish provided a distinct disadvantage in- 

sofar as influence in the business community was concerned. 

This may be explained by the relatively small portion of 

American businessmen that the Jews represent.  Since the 

majority of businessmen in the United States are of Chris- 

tian descent or at least non-Jew, Jewish affiliation in some 

cases actually works against the individual. 

This does not necessarily mean that all Jews in Amer- 

ican business are discriminated against because of their 

race.  It is simply saying that because of the predominance 

of non-Jewish individuals with non-Jewish ideals in the bus- 

iness world, the Jew is not accepted into the management of 

the average business as readily as someone with a similar 

background and similar thoughts to that of the business's 

owners or previous managers.  There are, of course, excep- 

tions but this offers a possible cause for the high negative 

factor found in the data for the Jewish influence. 

Another portion of the data worth noting was the 

values associated with the Catholic and Mormon influences. 

Although not as significant as the data on the Jewish influ- 

ence, these data indicate that there is a substantial posi- 

tive influence exerted by affiliation with either group.  In 

the case of the data on the Catholic influence, it is felt 

that this may be related to the representation of Catholics 
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in high level management positions.    However,   the Mormons do 

not have a significant representation in business managementi 

therefor**,   it is postualted that this ranking is based more 

on reputation than any actual experiences. H7 

In another of Mr.  Powell's surveys,  the businessmen 

rated the  influence that affiliation with different religions 

has on promotability.     The businessmen not only categorized 

the data by religious groups but also by different character- 

istics attributed to management potential.     The characteris- 

tics separated out were managerial capability,   intellectual 

curiosity,   ethics, value of what is important in life, ambi- 

tion,   and  social interaction.    The chart that follows sum- 

marizes data relating the businessmen's opinions on the in- 

fluence of religious groups upon promotability relative to 

managerial  capability. 

n7ibid.,  p.   121. 
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Table 7 

Influence of Religious Groups Upon 
Executive Promotability Relative 

to Managerial Capabilityll8 

Religious Groups 

Episcopal 

Methodist 

Congregational 

Baptist 

Presbyterian 

Lutheran 

Roman Catholic 

Jewish 

Mormon 

Agnostic 

From these data it can be seen that the Episcopal, 

Mormon, and Jewish religions lead the list as far as busi- 

nessmen characterize religions in management expertise and 

capability.  At the bottom of the list fall the agnostics. 

Between these extremes lie the other religions. 

Basically, this chart says that businessmen view 

Episcopals. Mormons, and Jews as possessing more business 

acumen than those in other religions.  Surprisingly, though, 

the Episcopals and Mormons were rated higher than the Jews 

Helps Hinders Neither Did Not 
Answer 

33.6* 0.0* 60.0* 6.4* 

23-9 .9 65.I 9.2 

21*.8 • 9 66.7 9.2 

23.1 0.0 66.7 9.3 

23.9 0.0 67.0 9.2 

26.6 0.0 64.2 9.2 

21.1 5.5 63-3 10.1 

31.2 11.0 **7.7 10.1 

33.0 2.8 53.2 11.0 

16.5 12.8 59.6 11.0 

118Ibid. 
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who hold the general reputation of acute business awareness. 

Again,   this may be attributable to the philosophically dif- 

ferent environment in which the Jew must work if he is 

not self-employed. 

In the next portion of the survey, the businessmen 

rated religions as to intellectual curiosity. These data 

are summarized in the following chart. 

Table 8 

Influence of Religious Groups Upon 
Executive Promotability Relative 

to Intellectual Curiosityil9 

Religious Groups 

Episcopal 

Methodist 

Congregational 

Baptist 

Presbyterian 

Lutheran 

Roman Catholic 

Jewish 

Mormon 

Agnostic 

These data indicate that in terms of intellectual 

curiosity. Jews far exceed any other religion in the eyes of 

Helps Hinders Neither Did Not 
Answer 

11.0* i.Jf* 72.5* 10.1# 

10.1 6.k 73. k 10.1 

13.8 k.6 71.6 10.1 

9.2 11.9 68.8 10.1 

11.0 k.6 7^.3 10.1 

10.1 8.3 71.6 10.1 

5.5 29.^ 56.0 9.2 

32.^ 3.7 55.0 8.3 

1^.7 10.1 63.3 U.9 

29.^ 13.8 1*5.9 11.0 

H9ibid., p.  123. 
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the businessmen surveyed.    A reasonably close second place 

was held by the agnostics,  even though they also ranked 

second in their religious affiliation being a hinderance. 

The lowest ranking in intellectual curiosity was held 

by the Catholics.     The businessmen felt that not only was 

the Catholic'8 intellectual curiosity not a help in business 

promotions,   it was a distinct hinderance.     Although no def- 

inite reason for this ranking can be extracted from the data, 

one possible contributing factor could be the non-Catholic's 

view of a Catholic's submissiveness to  the will of the church 

heirarchy in religious matters. 

In the next portion of the survey,  the attitude of 

businessmen toward ethics and moral standards as related to 

religion was measured.    The data gathered by Mr.  Powell show 

some interesting results.    These data are shown in the fol- 

lowing chart. 
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Table 9 

Influence of Religious Groups Upon 
Executive Promotability Relative 
to Ethics and Moral Scruplesl20 

Religious Groups 

Episcopal 

Methodist 

Congregational 

Baptist 

Presbyterian 

Lutheran 

Roman Catholic 

Jewish 

Mormon 

Agnostic 

In regards to ethics and moral scruples,   the busi- 

nessmen saw Episcopals and Mormons as the highest ranking 

religious affiliations for promotions.    Again,   the explana- 

tions provided for this particular rating were based on the 

high representation in management for the Episcopals and the 

reputation of the Mormon religion.121 

The Jewish religion was seen to be second only to 

agnostics as a hinderance to promotions where  ethical  stand- 

ards are concerned.    Although there is no solid explanation 

Helps Hinders Neither Did Not 
Answer 

1*6.8* 1.8* 44.0* 7.3* 

1*3.1 1.8 47.7 7.3 

4o.4 1.8 50.5 7.3 

39.* 4.6 48.6 7.3 

Jtf.l 2.8 46.8 7.3 

42.2 1.8 50.5 5-5 

40.4 6.4 46.8 6.4 

31.2 22.0 39.4 7.3 

45.9 10.1 35-8 8.3 

Q.2 32.1 48.6 10.1 

120lDid.,  p.   124. 12libid. 
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provided for this ranking, a possible contributing factor 

may be personal prejudices of individuals rather than spe- 

cific instances experienced by the businessmen in the survey. 

The next part of the survey was concerned with the 

sense of values of the important things in life.  In this 

part of the study, the data did not vary on the positive 

side as much as did the data in the previous portions of the 

study.  However, the negative effect of religious affilia- 

tion provided some interesting results.  The data are sum- 

marized in the following chart. 

Table 10 

Influence of Religious Groups Upon Executive 
Promotability Relative to Sense of Value 

as to What is Important in Lifeizz 

Religious Groups 

Episcopal 

Methodist 

Congregational 

Baptist 

Presbyterian 

Lutheran 

Roman Catholic 

Jewish 

Mormon 

Agnostic 

Helps        Hinders        Neither 

34.9# 

34.9 

3^.9 

33.9 

35.8 

34.9 

35.8 

3^.9 

40.4 

14.? 

5.5* 

5-5 

5-5 

9.2 

5-5 

6.4 

13.8 

23.9 

15.6 

27.5 

49-5* 

49.5 

49.5 

46.8 

48.6 

49.5 

39.4 

32.1 

33-0 

46.8 

Did Not 
Answer 

10.1* 

10.1 

10.1 

10.1 

10.1 

9.2 

11.0 

9.2 

U.9 

11.0 

I22ibid.,   p.   128. 
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As an aid to promotion when the  sense of values is 

concerned the only significant variation other than the low 

rating of agnostics was for the Mormons.     Along with this 

high positive rating,  the Mormons also received a moderately 

high negative rating.    Other than the previous reason given 

for the Mormon's ratings,  there is no explanation given for 

the outcome of this survey. 

In this portion of the survey the businessmen said 

the agnostics and Jews were significantly low in their 

priority of values.     The data showed it to be a distinct 

hinderance in promotions to be affiliated with either group 

when values are the determining factor. 

Somewhat less significant but still an existing neg- 

ative  factor was given to the Catholics.     The businessmen 

expressed through the data the feeling that Catholic's 

values are a hinderance to promotion in some areas.     Since 

the specific values referred to by businessmen were not re- 

searched in this study,  there is no firm explanation given 

for the results. 

In the next part of the survey, Mr.   Powell related 

aggressiveness and ambition to religion.     The data are 

provided in the following table. 
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Table 11 

Influence of Religious Groups Upon Executive 
Promotability Relative to Ambition, 

Aggressiveness and Drive*23 

1 Rpliffious Groups Helps Hinders Neither Did Not 
Answer 

Episcopal 22.796 0.0* 60.5# I6.896 

Methodist 22.9 0.0 67.9 9.2 

1 Congregational 22.0 0.0 68.8 9.2 

Baptist 22.9 • 9 67.O 9.2 
1 

Presbyterian 23.9 0.0 67.O 9.2 

1 
1 Lutheran 25.7 .9 65.I 8.3 

Roman Catholic 30.3 5-5 53.1 11.0 
1 

Jewish ^7.7 11.0 32.1 9.2 

1 Mormon 38.5 .9 50.5 10.1 

Agnostic tk.i 3.7 60.5 11.0 

The primary areas of interest in these data are the 

ratings of the top three religions, Jews. Mormons, and Cath- 

olics, respectively.  Rated far above the other religions. 

Jews are seen by businessmen to possess a great deal of ag- 

gression, ambition and drive in business.  Along with this 

high positive rating, the businessmen also gave the Jews the 

highest negative (or hinderance) rating.  This may be at- 

tributable to some feeling of over ambitiousness rather than 

to any general view of the Jews lacking aggression in busi- 

ness. 

123ibid., p. 129- 
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The Mormons and Catholics ranked second and third, 

respectively in this survey. The remainder of the religions 

and the agnostics were grouped together as having the least 

influence either positive or negative. The only exception 

to this was the tendancy for agnosticism to be a hinderance 

slightly more significant than religion. 

The final portion of the survey related the social 

aspects of the business world to religion. The data are 

summarized in the following table. 

Table 12 

Influence of Religious Groups Upon Executive 
Promotability Relative to Patterns of 

Friendship and Social Interaction 
Both Inside and Outside 

the Firm12^ 

Religious Groups Helps 

1*5. o# 

Hinders 

.9* 

Neither Did No 
Answer 

9.2# 
Episcopal 

Methodist 39.0 1.8 1*9.5 9.2 

Congregational ko.k 1.8 1*8.6 9.2 

Baptist 33-9 k.6 52.3 9.2 

Presbyterian 1*2.2 1.8 1*6.8 9.2 

Lutheran 1*0.1* 1.8 1*8.6 8.3 

Roman Catholic 32.1 13.8 1*5.0 9.2 

Jewish 15.6 1*8.6 26.6 9.2 

Mormon 32.1 22.0 3^-9 11.0 

Agnostic 6.* 3^-9 M.7 11.0 

12l*ibid., p. 137. 
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The grouping of the data on this chart shows that the 

Episcopals, Methodists, Congregationalists, Presbyterians, 

and Lutherans all have a high social quality as seen by bus- 

inessmen.  The agnostics are shown to have the lowest rating 

as far as their affiliations being an aid to promotion but 

the Jews have an extremely high negative value for the same 

quality.  This, again, may be attributable to their minority 

position in the business world associated with their strong 

belief in association with people of their own faith. 

This chart also shows the social life of the Mormons 

as being seen by the businessman as a negative influence on 

promotions. This may be caused more by businessmen's per- 

ception of the Mormon's strict social rules than by actual 

restrictions in the Mormon's beliefs. 

How Does Religion Influence Business Decisions? 

In a further probe into the influence religion has on 

business ethics, the direct effect of religion on business 

decisions seems paramount. The extent to which business 

decisions are biased by the businessman's personal religious 

convictions provides an accurate indicator of the actual re- 

lationship between "normal" business operations and religion. 

This will also determine the relationship between business 

ethics and religion, since business ethics and "normal" op- 

erations are related by definition. The problem, of course, 

is to measure the religious influence. 
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To this end, Raymond Shuster performed a study in 1971 

to measure  the influence of religion and other non-technical 

variables on management decisions.    Two of the conclusions 

that were supported by the study data werei 

The individual manager will tend to view himself as 
more ethical than other managers.125 

The more religious manager will be more concerned about 
the interests of others and less concerned with self- 
interest than the less religious managers.l«© 

In Shuster's study the first conclusion was support- 

ed by analysis of answers to case problems.     The data indi- 

cated that within each of the functional groups (e.g., 

Personal and Administration, Engineering, etc.) the response 

was in the same direction!     individuals view their actions 

as more ethical than those of their peers. 

The  first conclusion was also supported by Father 

Raymond Baumharfs study in 1968.    In Father Baumhart's sur- 

vey,   analysis of the answers to four case problems revealed 

that,   without exception in the summarized data,  the business- 

men viewed their actions more ethical than that of their 

associates,  and the actions of their business more ethical 

than that of other businesses.127 

Diss.  Michigan State University,   1971,  P-  2Z0- 

^ibid.,  p.   225. 
127Baumhart,  pp.   17-25- 
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The  second conclusion of Dr.  Shuster's study says,  in 

effect that self-interest and religion are inversely relatedi 

the more religious the manager,  the less self-interest exists. 

However,  of significance here is the fact that with this lack 

of self-interest in the more religious manager there is an 

increased amount, not of interest for the business or bus- 

iness' s concerns, but of interest for other individuals. 

This is a very significant factor when considering the influ- 

ence in effect on an individual-versus-company type deci- 

sion. 

In Father Baumharfs study another survey was aimed 

at the direct influences on ethical and unethical decisions. 

This forced-choice survey listed five possible influences 

on making ethical and unethical decisions.     The respondents 

ranked the influences on a scale of 1  to 5.  with 1 being the 

most influential and 5 being the least.    The results are 

shown in the following table. 
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Table 13 

Influences on Business Behavior*128 

A.    What influences a businessman to make ethical 
decisions? 

Possible Influence 

A man's personal code of behavior 

Formal company policy 

The behavior of a man's superiors 
in the company 

Ethical climate of the industry 

The behavior of a man's equals in 
the company 

Average  Rank 
(Weighted) 

1.5 

2.8 

2.8 

3-8 

4.0 

B.    What influences a businessman to make unethical 
decisions? 

Possible Influence 

The behavior of a man's superiors 
in the company 

Ethical climate of the industry 

The behavior of a man's equals in 
the company 

Lack of company policy 

Personal  financial needs 

Average  Rank 
(Weighted; 

1.8 

2.6 

3-2 

3.3 

The results of the first question-influences on 

ethical decisions,   indicated that the most significant in- 

fluence was  the personal convictions of the individual. 

128ibid., p. ^7. 
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According to Pather Baumhart,   these convictions are based on 

inner factors which include conscience,  religious affilia- 

tions and beliefs.129 

A surprising (to this author)  second choice was  the 

formal company policy influence.     From the data,   it appears 

that documented company policies have a positive effect on 

ethics and ethical decisions.    This possibly supports a need 

for thorough documentation of company policies. 

In the second question the respondents indicated that 

the prime influence on unethical decisions was the behavior 

of an individual's superior in the company.     This indicates 

a very  strong tendancy for a businessman to compromise per- 

sonal  ethical standards for those of his boss. 

If a businessman will lower his ethical standards  to 

coincide with the example set by his superior as the data 

indicate,   the question remains as to just how much of his per- 

sonal convictions will he compromise upon direct instruction 

from his boss.     This question was dealt with in a very in- 

teresting study by Stanley Milgram at Yale University. 

In Mr. Milgram's study,  two people were brought into 

a psychology laboratory to participate in a study of memory 

and learning.     One of them was designated as the  "teacher" 

and the other was the "learner".     The experimenter explained 

that the learner would be strapped  to an electrically wired 

129ibid., p. M. 
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chair. For each mistake made in remembering word pairs the 

teacher would pull one of a series of electrical switches to 

shock the learner in hopes of increasing his retention.  The 

series of switches was convincingly labeled with voltages 

ranging from 15 to ^50 volts. Also above each voltage was a 

warning progressing from a mild warning of "Slight Shock" to 

the more serious warning of "Dangeri Severe Shock" (two 

switches past this last warning were labeled simply "XXX"). 

To further strengthen the subject's belief in the authen- 

ticity of the machine, each was given a ^5 volt shock from 

the generator.13° 

The subject of the study was the teacher, the learner 

was an actor who received no shocks from the generator but 

reacted to the switches being pulled as if the shock were 

real. 

Through analysis of groups ranging from college stu- 

dents to businessmen to the unemployed. Mr. Milgram found 

that between 60 and 85 per cent of the subjects would   "shock" 

the learner at the highest level at the command of the ex- 

perimenter-even with the learner screaming in protest and. 

in several cases,   pretending to have fainted from the ex- 

treme pain.1^1 

l30Stanley Milgram.   "The Perils of Obedience." HarEer^s 
Magazine.  December,   1973, PP-  OZ-GJJ. 

I31lbid.,   p.  63. 
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Mr.  Milgram's conclusion from these data wasi 

The essence of obedience is that a person comes 
to view himself as the instrument for carrying out 
another person's wishes,  and he therefore no longer re- 
gards himself as responsible for his actions.     Once this 
critical  shift of viewpoint has occurred,  all of the 
essential  features of obedience follow.     The most far- 
reaching consequence is that the person feels responsi- 
ble to the authority directing him but feels no respon- 
sibility  for the content of the actions that the authority 
prescribes.     Morality does not disappear—it acquires a 
radically different focusi    the subordinate person feels 
shame or pride depending on how adequately he has per- 
formed the actions called for by authority.132 

Through the action of direct authority,  Mr. Milgram 

found  that a significant majority of individuals have a 

tendancy to subordinate and even completely sacrifice their 

moral  and  ethical principles for those of their superiors. 

This can have a direct affect on the ethical decisions made 

by businessmen. 

In a study of New York businesses conducted by George 

Oliver of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,   the relationship 

between the personal values of managers and organizational 

climate was explored.     Dr.  Oliver found that there was a 

direct correlation between the possession of social and re- 

ligious values by managers and organizational climates char- 

acterized by high  team spirit, organizational clarity, 

rewards and responsibility. 

132ibid.,   p.   76. 

«i-v.»«i   mtvpr.   "Organizational Climate and 
Sl^ol PS ».jnfPjor.tory Field Study.^ 
_ c-i„-»-0oVinie Institute,   ly/Ut  PP-   X£U    «■>• 

133oeorge 
the Personal Val — ■• ... 
Diss.  Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti 
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The direct effect of religion on business operations 

and organizational climate was evidenced by  the positive 

correlation of religion to group involvement in decisions. 

To discover this relationship,  Dr.  Oliver performed a  survey 

that was based  in ideas set forth by Dr.  Rensis Likert and 

Edward Spranger.     The idea borrowed from Dr.   Likert was one 

of categorizing organizational characteristics on a continuum 

between the extremes called "Exploitive Authoritative" and 

"Participative Group".    The definition and basic discussion 

of the qualities of a "religious" man are Spranger's.13^ 

In Dr.  Oliver's survey,   the religious man (by 

Spranger*s definition)  showed a strong tendancy toward the 

Participative Group characteristic   (by Likert's definition). 

Comparing this result to Dr.  Shuster's second conclusion- 

religious managers are more concerned with the interests of 

others,   it is noted that there is a strong indication that 

the religious manager relates better to his subordinates than 

the non-religious manager.     According to Dr. Oliver these 

better working relationships are associated with highly ef- 

fective organizations.    This conclusion was also arrived at 

by Dr.  Likert in a study in 1955-    As a result of his re- 

search,  Dr.  Likert stated that "...   those managers who have 

a favorable attitude-toward-man score achieve significantly 

I3^1bid.,  p.   13-*. 
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higher performance than those managers who have an unfavor- 

able score.H1
35 

In another study performed in Lansing, Michigan by 

Mojtaba Kashefi-Zihagh,  the relationship between organiza- 

tional effectiveness and personal values was examined. 

Although this  study was inconclusive in relating religion to 

effectiveness in business the Rokeach Value Survey used in 

this effort revealed some interesting results.     The data from 

this survey are shown in the following chart. 

l35Rensis Likert. ftfl Pntternn of Management (New 
York.     McGraw-Hill Book Co.,   1961),   PP- » 3* 
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Table 14 

Terminal Value Medians and Composite Rank-Orders 
for the Effective Organizations 

Based on Religionl36 

(Total N=117) 

A comfortable life 

An exciting life 

A sense of 
accomplishment 

A world at peace 

A world of beauty 

Equality 

Family  security 

Freedom 

Happiness 

Inner harmony 

Mature love 

National security 

Pleasure 

Salvation 

Self-respect 

Social recognition 

True friendship 

Wisdom 

Catholic   Protestant 

25 84 

Median Rank  Median Rank 

9.00 10 

13.00 15 

7.13 6 

8.67 9 

U*.25 17 

7.00 4 

2.75 

6.33 

6.33 

8.25 

11.25 13 

13.00 14 

15.63 18 

10.67 12 

7.00 5 

14.00 16 

10.25 11 

7.75 7 

8.25 

13.00 

7 

14 

5.25 3 

6.81 5 

13.91 16 

8.67 8 

2.61 1 

6.80 k 

7-78 6 

10.17 10 

11.17 13 

10.40 12 

14.57 17 

13.38 15 

5.19 2 

14.72 18 

10.33 n 

9.10 9 

No Religious 
Affiliation" 

8 

Median Rank 

5.00 

8.00 

8.00 

3.50 

11.00 

4.00 

3.00 

4.17 

9.83 

5 

8 

9 

2 

13 

3 

1 

4 

10 

11.50 14 

10.00 11 

13.50 15 

15.50 18 

14.50 16 

5.00 6 

14.83 17 

10.50 12 

5.50 7 

l36Mojtaba Kashefi-Zihagh JAnEmpirical Inv-tigatio^ 

^jas^wasw**-**• i97o«p-io8- 
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Of interest in this chart is the low ranking by all 

three groups of the obvious religious terminal value,   salva- 

tion.     The Catholic group rated this value in the middle third 

of the  total eighteen values while the Protestants and the 

non-religious rated it in the bottom third.    For the relig- 

ious groups this low ranking may be explained by the idea of 

the Christian religions that if an individual lives a proper 

life,   then salvation is the logical end reward.    Therefore, 

the appropriate goals of life deal with achievement of per- 

fection in daily living,  not in attaining God's reward.     This 

is simply saying that to the Christian, actions are not prop- 

erly justified by the hope of reward but rather by obedience 

to what is believed to be God's will. 

The explanation for the low ranking of salvation as 

a value by the non-religious group is apparent by the  fact 

that they have not seen enough value in the hope of salvation 

to even associate themselves with a religion,  organized or 

not. 
Dr.  Kashefi-Zihagh also summarized the chart in the 

following wordsi 

Those who believed In £ ""^^ortancTwT.   . 
religious groups »? «='«nInS"i'e3°: Inner Harmony, 
'VST ?f„£f °mP     eno lore impotence to A Comfort- 

SSiSm .fth-hVrfK-ano Htgher achievements. 137 

137ibid.,  pp.   108-110. 
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If it can be agreed upon that one of the primary 

measures of an effective organization is the quality of its 

decisions  (as evidenced by actions),   then the data show a 

tendancy for religion to have a positive effect on business 

decisions. 

What is   the Future Trend for Business Ethics? 

After having reviewed the data on existing ethics, 

the next question that seems appropriate is one concerning 

the  future of business ethics.    Will the ethical standards 

of the  future improve?    This is the basic question approach- 

ed by two recent studies and speculated upon by different 

authors in recent articles. 

In a study conducted in I967, R.M.  Fulmer examined 

the attitudes and beliefs of 1,158 graduating MBA's in 

relation  to business ethics.    The ages of those participat- 

ing in this study ranged from 20 to the mid-40's with 69* 

being between 20 and 26 years of age.    Of the respondents, 

53* were Protestants,   21* were Catholics.  8* were Jews. 

10* were unaffiliated and 8* were of other denominations. 

From this group Dr.  Fulmer found the following. 

(1) 89* disagreed with the idea that businessmen's 
purpose is to make profit 

(2) 76* felt that profit maximization is immoral 

m     14* agreed with the Carthaginian Creed  that 
(3) "noting which results in profit is regarded 

disgraceful" 

(4) 24* support the philosophy of caveat emptor 

as 
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(5)    40$ felt that their principles would have to be 
compromised in businessl38 

Little idealism about business or ethics was observed 

by Dr.   Fulmer in this survey.    This led him to feel that the 

future is not bright for business ethics.     Four of the con- 

clusions drawn by Dr.   Fulmer from the survey werei 

(1) The students'   ethics were lower than those of 
senior businessmen. 

(2) There are few generally accepted standards of 
business behavior by future managers. 

(3) The students were aware of ethical  shortcomings 
in business. 

(4) The students were less definitive on ethical 
situations than businessmen (i.e.,   the students 
saw more  "gray areas").139 

In another study of both business and non-business 

students,   it was  found that education in business leads to a 

more tolerant attitude toward ethics.     Business education 

was seen to increase the tolerance for questionable 

practices.140 

If  the results of these studies apply generally,  and 

there is no  indication that they do not,  the future  for 

ethics in business does not appear to be particularly good. 

138R.M.   Fulmer,   "Business Ethics,   Present and Future," 
Personnel   Administration.  Sept.-Oct.,   I?7*i   P-  "°- 

139lbid.,  p. 48. 

140D I     Hawkins and A.  Benton Cocanougher,   "Student 
valuation'of"SS'SShics of feting Practices,     The    o e 
f Marketing Education,"  TgaOttJ   "f Marketing.  36  I April, Evaluati 

of Marketing 
1972),   61-64. 
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However,   there are some less scientific but none the less 

valid observations that tend to be encouraging. 

Dr.   Shuster observed an extreme increase in the num- 

ber of publications on the subject of ethics in each year 

since the mid-1950's to 1970.1M    This trend,  also observed 

by this author,  has continued into  197^ with the articles 

and books on the subject growing into the thousands.     This 

is a sign of growing concern for ethics in business by 

society. 

There has also been a recent increase in the number 

of universities and colleges offering specific courses on 

ethics through the business schools. This has by no means 

extended to all learning institutions, but the trend is 

again favorable for business ethics. 

Finally, it has been observed by both Nathan A. Baily 

and Father Raymond Baumhart that the idea that "good ethics 

is good business" is being passed along to many younger 

employees by older employees.«•* Although there are varied 

explanations for the passing of this philosophy, the fact 

that it is happening provides an optimistic look at the 

future of business ethics. 

l^Shuster,   p.   51 • 
UL&M *U -  A     n0nv    "The Role of Business and Business 

IM.4MM Tnoics.   Spring  1968,   pp.   W  )<■> 
Schoo 
State Business Topics, Spring 
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These last observations appear to this author to have 

more of a bearing on the future of ethics than do the previous 

studies of students.    This is felt to be true because the 

business environment itself has a large influence in the 

formation of any individual's view of business ethics.    This 

was verified in Stanley Milgram's study and can be observed 

by anyone leaving school and entering business or trans- 

ferring between businesses.    Therefore,  if the businessmen, 

as a part of society in general are becoming more concerned 

with ethics and are passing this concern on to the new en- 

trants into the  business world,  then the future for ethics 

in business is much brighter than can be measured through 

surveys of third party or non-participating observers  (i.e., 

students)  of business practices. 
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CHAPTER  IV 

SUMMARY  AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has undertaken an investigation of the 

studies and general literature available on the relation- 

ship between religion and business ethics.     The first chap- 

ter provided a general introduction and gave the reasons 

why this writer  selected business ethics and religion as the 

topic.     The second chapter presented a short history of the 

three major religious influences on American ethics.    The 

purpose of these histories was to generally educate the 

reader and   this writer on those differences between the re- 

ligions that have or might have a bearing on the degree of 

influence  that each actually exerts on American business 

ethics. 
The third chapter presented the results of pertinent 

research efforts in the area of business ethics and associ- 

ated influences. These data were selected from recent stud- 

ies to present a picture of the empirical interrelationship 

of religion and ethical practices in business. The purpose 

of this final chapter is to delineate the conclusions this 

writer has drawn from the previous chapters. 

From the picutre developed in the historical review 

of the religions, the commonly accepted view that much of 

American morality was founded in Protestant philosophies 



was confirmed.     The original   formation of ethical standards 

was influenced by formal religious thought that was not only 

brought in by the  settlers but was also amended and molded to 

fit this new land and environment.    The changes that reli- 

gious thinking underwent in the formation of America varied 

from philosophical fine tuning,  as in the case of the Pur- 

itans,   to a complete overhaul as in the case of the Mormons. 

There were many contributions from other religions in 

the development of America, but the establishemnt of pri- 

marily Protestant philosophies in the original colonies con- 

tributed greatly to the overwhelming Protestant influence for 

many of the early years. 

In exploring the present day posture of business 

ethics,   it was found  that businessmen do not consciously 

recognize religion,   in general, as being as influential as 

did earlier generations in America.    The reasons for this are 

as diversified for business society as they are for this 

same wane  in the remainder of society. 

The religious influence, although still significant, 

has apparently faded  from a primary position into a role 

secondary  to a more Aristotilian concept of ethics.     Busi- 

nessmen have indicated that they no longer go to their 

religion first for aid in moral decisions.    Individual logic 

and personal reasoning have supplanted religion in ethical 

questions  in the business world. 
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Even though businessmen consciously feel that it has 

abated somewhat from its earlier years of influence,  religion 

still has a significant effect on the business enterprise. 

In many cases businessmen relate back to or rely on precepts 

ingrained from childhood that actually originated in reli- 

ious teachings.     This,  plus the credit given directly to 

religion, makes  the total religious influence a major deter- 

minant of ethical conduct in business. 

This writer feels that it is important to understand 

the distinction between the conscious and subconscious se- 

lection of influences.     The discriminations made in the 

forced-choice surveys reveal the influences to which the 

businessmen consciously admit.     The broad categories that 

relate to personal feelings and opinions as direct influ- 

ences do not delve  into the basic formation of these sub- 

jective factors.     Without this further breakdown,  no exact 

determination can be made of the basic  influences operating 

in the formulation of ethical  standards in business.     Spe- 

cific  research in this area is required. 

The Protestant Ethic virtues of hard work and honesty 

are recognized as valuable business qualities by contemporary 

businessmen.     Combined with leadership,   judgment and ability 

to get along with others, businessmen view these qualities 

as definite assets  to an individual in the business world. 

Association with a religious group was seen to have a 

seemingly insignificant general  influence in business with 
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the exception of the Jews. A large minority of businessmen 

see affiliation with the Jewish religion as a definite neg- 

ative factor in business operations. This negative influence 

is presumably due to the reputation of the Jews possessing 

an almost unbridled desire for wealth, and their desire for 

social associations with their own faith rather than inter- 

mingling with other faiths. 

Although the desire for wealth is probably greatly 

overestimated by the majority of American businessmen, 

reputation rather than reality plays a leading role in 

forming subjective opinions.     If it were not for the strong 

social  ties of the Jewish people,  it  is possible that many 

of the misconceptions could be dispelled through more varied 

associations and the negative factor given the Jews reduced. 

However,   as the situation stands,  the business world,   in 

general,   does not view affiliation with the Jewish religion 

as a desirable association. 

Businessmen categorize members of specific religions 

as possessing certain qualities simply because of their 

religious affiliations.     In general,   this categorizing re- 

vealed  that businessmen view association with a religion 

versus agnosticism (or association with no religion) as a 

significant factor in indicating an individual's managerial 

capability,   ethics and moral scruples,  values of what is 

important  in life,  and social interactions.    With  the 

exception of the Jews,  affiliation with a religion was 
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insignificant in indicating an individual's intellectual 

curiosityi   and ambition and aggressiveness.     The Jews were 

seen to rank significantly higher than other religious and 

non-religious organizations in these qualities. 

Businessmen thinking that association with a religion 

indicates an individual is more ethical, has a proper sense 

of values,   and is more social-minded is not surprising since 

the majority of businessmen are themselves associated in 

some manner with a religion.    This association in all 

probability provides some common ground on which individual 

and philosophical relationships between the businessmen can 

be established.     The common tie between individuals who are 

each associated with  a religion,  whether the same or simply 

related  in their belief in God, must be greater than the 

relationship if this ground does not exist.    However,   the 

businessmen also felt  that religious affiliation was a help 

in determining an individual's managerial capability.     There 

are significant numbers of businessmen who evidently believe 

that the  thinking process that leads one to a religion will 

also aid in the business world. 

In evaluating the individual religions, businessmen 

felt that the Protestants and Catholics ranked high in the 

qualities of ethics and moral scruples with Jews ranking 

substantially lower.     All three were rated close in their 

sense of value of what is important in life. 
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The Jews were rated the highest in intellectual 

curiosity  (except for the Mormons), managerial capability 

and aggressiveness.     The Protestants were seen to rank at the 

top in social relationships. 

Apparently,  businessmen do attribute varied business 

qualities  to members of different religious groups.     Whether 

these categorizations are based  in facts or in hearsay has 

no real bearing on the fact that the categorizations do 

exist in the minds of businessmen.    And with these precon- 

ceived notions come biases and prejudices that affect the 

operations of daily business enterprise. 

It appears that from these biases ingrained in 

business minds,   the Protestant groups in general tend to 

benefit more than the other groups.    This probably is due 

to the predominance of Protestants in American business. 

The Catholics are not aided as significantly as the Prot- 

estants,  but the extreme bias against this group that was 

once a reality does not now appear as an important factor. 

Probably the most outstanding case of negative in- 

fluence was toward the Jewish people.     Even though busi- 

nessmen see the Jews as possessing much business acumen, 

they still  feel  that association with this group is a 

negative factor in the business world.     This suggests that 

there is more to business activity than the objective 

evaluation of specific talents.     Subjective,   sometimes un- 

founded,  opinions play a large part in business dealings. 
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In regards to views on ethics,  businessmen are again 

seen to be  somewhat biased in their view of ethical actions. 

Businessmen tend  to believe that their personal actions are 

more ethical  than others in the  same  industry.    They feel 

that if there are unethical practices in business,   someone 

else is the responsible party.     Businessmen are more toler- 

ant toward their own and their business's questionable actions 

than they are toward others. 

This attitude within industry can inhibit corrective 

action for unethical practices.     If the individual managers 

within a business enterprise blindly rationalize away the 

need  for correction of these practices,  eventual outside 

intervention is unavoidable.     By the time any outside agent 

can effect a mandatory change in a business practice,  the 

problem,   if really a problem, will have multiplied greatly 

since its first recognition. 

Early and accurate decisions are keys to success in 

American business.     The quality of these decisions varies 

from manager to manager and from group to group for a 

variety of factors.     One of these factors is the relation- 

ship between the superior and his subordinates.    The tendancy 

is for groups with better working relationships between 

these levels to be more effective.    There is a strong indi- 

cation that  the more religious managers relate to their sub- 

ordinates better than non-religious managers.    Therefore, re- 

ligion has a positive relationship with the effectiveness 
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of a group as measured by the quality of its decisions. 

The complexity of the relationship between superior 

and subordinate  is compounded by the fact that the subordi- 

nate's ethical standards in business are directly related to 

those of his superior.     The subordinate's morality takes the 

form of justifying actions on the basis of the superior's 

desires rather than on inner personal convictions.    If the 

superior's actions and desires are ethical, there appears to 

be a firm,  positive influence.    If the superior's desires 

are unethical,   there  is a strong tendancy for the subordi- 

nate to subjugate his morality to that of his boss. 

There seems to be a logical flow through the miriad 

studies and study data that begins with the statement that 

the more  effective organizations have better working relation- 

ships between company levels.     Those organizations with the 

best working relationships tend to be headed by religiously 

affiliated individuals.     Since religious associations are 

seen by businessmen to have a positive effect on ethics and 

since the   superior's ethical standards have a strong influ- 

ence on those of the subordinate, the more ethical organ- 

izations are,   therefore,   the more effective.    This line of 

reasoning agrees with the adage that good ethics is good 

business. 
As would be expected,   there is varied opinion on the 

future of ethics in business.     The actual study data on 

college students who will form the management of businesses 
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in the future indicates that there is little cause for 

optimism about the future of business ethics.    There is a 

picture of business  in the minds of many of these students 

that shows the business world as the great compromiser of 

personal ethics. 

It is the opinion of this writer based on the tre- 

mendous increase of interest in business ethics that the 

future does not look  so glum.     At this time,   there are many 

business-sponsored conferences and seminars dealing either 

exclusively or primarily with the improvement of ethical 

standards  in business  enterprise.    Coupled with this intro- 

spection is the increased attention of government and the 

news media to  the activities of businesses.    This increase 

in interest and  the now close scrutiny given to industry by 

agents both within and without,   seemingly must exert a 

force toward  improvement in the quality of ethical standards. 

This writer also holds the opinion that religion 

can play a  large part in improving ethics in business.    If 

as Kenneth   Boulding suggests the improvement of society 

(or business)  depends upon the improvement of the individ- 

uals comprising the society and if, religion is to aid in 

improving the business community's ethical standards,   then 

religion must continue  to direct its attention and efforts 

toward the   individuals rather than the general society. 

With this properly focused attention and increased inter- 

relationship between religions,  this writer feels justified 
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in optimism about the future of the American standards of 

ethics in the business world. 
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